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PUBLISHED BY THE STUDENTS OF
WARD-BELMONT SCHOOL
NASHVILLE, TENN.
ERMIN Githrie. Editor
Editor in Chief.
udent Editor
Business Managei
I ate Editor
Feature Editor
Assistant
Art Editor
Photographu Editoi
Ermin Guthrie
Al.VCK MOERNER
Peggy Arbuckle
Bette Browne Attriege
Carolyn Whitmore
Margarei Ann White
Neville Adams
[fan Dow ei.
i
ha
. Student Representative Margaret Lemley
Preparatory School Representative. Kakin Larson
Sponsor Miss Makiiia I'isher
jhe
(jMilestenes
Staff
Left in right: Smith, \\'ii;tk,
I&H ifiineteen jM^-jhee
The Milestones staff has toiled diligently to present the campus activities
photographically. Cameramen, typists, and copy writers have worked "full speed
ahead" in a sincere attempt to leave an unexcelled yearbook.
This year the staff has endeavored to present a book which recalls the charm and
spirit of the Old South, with its gayety, color, and hospitality. The days of a "Belle"
are still filled with reading, 'riting, and 'rithmetic as they were in the ante-bellum
days.
The efforts of the Milestones staff will not have been in vain, if but one girl
in years to come will leaf through her yearbook and be again reminded of her life
at Ward-Belmont. Thus it is "with malice toward none" that the 1942-1943 Mile-
stones "rolls off the press."
5ERVATORY SPORTS CLUBS CAMPUS LIFE
Lemlzy, Larson. Donnell. Adams, Moerner. Attridge, Guthrie. Miss Fisher. Arbuckle, Whitmore
J,n
Dr. Warren Henry Hollinshead
1865-1943
TO OUR MOTHERS AND DADS
'hey are the people back home who miss us just as much as they
are missed and wonder what we're doing and how long they'll
have to wait this time before zee write. Then when we do get home,
they let us have the car despite the fact that gas is rationed and
rubber is scarce.
It may seem that we are pretty thoughtless—perhaps we are—but
now and then we try to express to those parents just how grateful
zee are to them; how much zee appreciate the sacrifices they make for us.
It is with a bit of conscience that zee dedicate the 1943 Milestones
to the folks back home; for, after all, it is they who will always rate
the highest in our estimation.
To mothers and fathers everywhere—from the Atlantic to the
Pacific—wherever there is a family who waits for a daughter to come
home from Ward-Belmont, the twenty-ninth edition of the Mile-
stones is gratefully dedicated.
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The Ward-Belmont School, comprising the junior col-
lege, the four-year preparatory department , and the con-
servatory of music, is the outgrowth of the union of Ward's
Seminary and Belmont College. Ward's Seminary was
established in 1865 by the Reverend William E. Ward, D.D.
After his death in 1892, Dr. John D. Blanton and his wife
became associated with the Seminary.
Belmont College was established in 1890 by Misses Ida
E. Hood and Susan L. Heron. In June, 1913, they ex-
pressed the desire to retire. The schools were then united
on the Belmont campus under the name of Ward-Belmont
School with Dr. Blanton as the first president.
Continuing Ward's Seminary and Belmont College, the
present-day Ward-Belmont attempts to carry out the highest
aims and ideals of each of its component parts and counts
as its loyal alumnae the graduates of Ward's Seminary
and Belmont College.


DR. JOSEPH E. BURK
President
Our popular president is noted for his cheerful smile and
heart 1) "hello" to all whom he meets. He ably executes the
duties <>\ president but is never too busy to offer advice or
encouragement to any girl concerning her school problems.
MR. CHARLES P. HOGARTH
y)ean 0/ [faculty
Interpreter of curriculum- worries, Demi Hogarth finds a
solution for every girl's scholastic troubles. His encouraging
smile and sympathetic understanding enliven within us the
desire to attain our highest scholastic possibilities.
-il
MISS ANNIE ALLISON
Ptiincijiai 0/
Ptejiaiateiy Scfissi
The ideals of Ward-Belmont are
embodied in the graciousness of Miss
Allison, Principal of the Preparatory
School, who is affectionately known to
each of her girls as "Miss Annie."
Always sympathetic to the problems
of the girls, she is an efficioit and
kindly adviser.
MISS GERTRUDE
C ASEBIER
Student (JeungMffA
l)i one short \ea) as Student Coun-
sellor. Miss (.aselner has teon the
respect and admiration of each Ward-
Belmont girl. She is most under-
standing and meets every girl's prob-
lem with assurance.
MISS ALMA PAINE
fteqisfM
Through the years as the popular registrar of Ward-Belmont,
the girls have found Miss Paine the personification of friendli-
ness and charm. She not only keeps in contact with our parents,
but acts as adviser and friend to each of us.
MR. ALAN IRWIN
y)ean ej (JtmsMvafofy 0/ Jtusic
Distinguished instigator of music appreciation is our dean of
the Conservatory, Alan Irwin. His great interest in the girls
and their ability has fostered many outstanding musicians.
MR. FOREST K. FOWLER
Business Jianaqefi
Invaluable in his expert management of the financial side of
Ward-Belmont is our business manager, Mr. Fowler. He has
proved himself superior in the handling of a most complicated
job.
MISS MARTHA FISHER
j7lumnae Secftetafiy
Vivacious, versatile Miss Martha Fisher is the alumnae,
publicity, and publication manager on our campus. A sparkling
smile and a marvelous sense of humor make her rank high on
each Ward-Belmont girl's list.
M e
Verna Brackinreed
Pill no
Graduate, Baker Conservatory, Flint,
Michigan; H.M n-... Cincinnati Conserva-
tor! ol Music; Pupil of Mile. Dieudonne,
Paris: of Isadbr Phillip. Fontaineblcau:
of Lahunski. Thalberg, Eisenberger, and
(.an/.
I.ida Vllene Brown
Ail and Ail History
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School; B.A.
I nivcrsilv of Kansas; further study
Traphagen School of Fashion, New York
Sponsor, Agora Club.
Martha Vnnetti Cason
Latin
B.A., I niversity of Chicago; M.A.,
Columbia University; further graduate
itudy, Columbia University.
HlllS klWAKI) (ash I I.AM)
S furnish
B \ .. Brown I niversity; M. A. Middle-
I ollege.
Mary ELIZABETH CAVCE
a\ i ducation
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School; us.,
College for I eat hci
Sponsor, D.,* Students I nit.
Theodocia Cralle
History
U.S.. University of Minnesota; M.A..
University of Oklahoma.
Sponsor. Preparatory School Unit.
Louisa Crockett
Latin and Mathematics
B.A., Vandcrbilt University; M.A., George
Pcabody College for Teachers.
Sponsor, A. K. Club.
Sydney Dalton
Head of Voice Department
L.Mus., Dominion College of Music.
Montreal: M.Mus., Cincinnati Conserva-
tor of Music; Pupil of David Bispham,
Max Heinrich, and J. H. Duval; studied
piano with Rafael loseffy; Composition
with Rubin Coldmark and Frederick
Schlieder,
Director, Glee Club. Choir.
Mary Elizabeth Delaney
Dancing
Graduate, Chalif Normal School of
Dancing; special student. Emerson Col-
lide til Oratory; Pupil of Dorothy Nor-
man Cropper, Rose liMti. Hans Weiner,
PeiT) Mansfield, |aik Donahue. Ivon
larasoll. Alberlina Rasih.
Sponsor, Dame Club.
I IIOMAS 15. DONNER
Spanish
Co-Sponsor, Spanish Club.
Mary Dolithit
Piano
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School of
Music: Pupil of Lawrence Goodman,
Harold Von Mickwitz, and Sigismund
Stojowski; Student, Cincinnati Conserva-
tory of Music. University of Southern
California, and Texas Christian Univer-
sity.
Sponsor, Captivators.
Alice Mary Drew
Riding
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School; Ph.B.,
Marquette University.
Sponsor. Turf ,-nd Tanbark Club, Junior-
Middle Class.
Frances Ewinc
Economics and Commercial Law
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School; B.A.,
M.A., Vanderbilt University.
Sponsor, Angkor Club.
Beatrice Barbara Exner
Biology
B.A.. Teachers College, Louisiana State
University; M.S., Louisiana State Uni-
versity; further graduate study. Louisiana
State University.
Frances E. Falvey
Mathematics
Graduate, Ward-Belmont School; B.A.,
B.M., M.A., Southern Methodist Uni-
versity; further graduate study, Colum-
bia University.
Sponsor, Senior Class, Senior Hall,
Osiron Club.
j a c u I fy
Alice Ferguson
Biology
I.S., M.S.. South Methodist Un
Helen King Fidlar
Clothing
B.S., M.S.. Iowa State College.
Sponsor, Anti-Pandora Club.
Florence F. Goodrich
Physical Education and Physiology
B.S., Hillsdale College; M.S.. University
of Michigan; graduate student. Michigan
State College for Teachers, Merrill-Pal-
mer School.
Louise Gordon
Art
of the New York School
Instil
aduate
nd Uni-
Marguerite Dozier Gordon
English
B.A., Vanderbilt University; M.A., Geoi
Peabody College for Teachers.
Sponsor, Freshman Preparatory Class.
(74 e
I'h.B
slud
dcrbil'l In
Vera L. Hay
History and English
University of Chicago: graduate
University of Chicago: M.A., Van-
Cora Henderson
Set retarial Training
Southern College; M.A.. George
<1* College for Teachers.
Frederick Arthur Henkel
Head of Organ Department
Graduate, Metropolitan College oi Musi* ;
-in. |. in Cincinnati College of Music;
pupil of Steinbrecher, Andre. Sterling.
and hurst.
\l \ llol LINGER
Biolog
of Michigan;r. \ M \.. I nivcrsit,
student, Michigan Biolog
Marine Biological Statior
fornia.
W. II. HOLLINSHEAD
( lninislry
I'll c .. Ii si .. Vandcrbill I nivi i ill
Mildred Howard
Speech
B.A., University of North Carolina;
graduate study. Speech and Drama,
Western State Teachers College, Ken-
tucky.
Sponsor, X. L. Club. W. B. J. C.
Martha Lee
Set retarial Training
B.S., Murfrecsboro State Teachers Col-
lege; graduate study. George Peabody
College for leathers.
Mary Cornelia Malone
Voice
Pupil of Madame Marcclla Sembrich.
Catherine E. Morrison
Director, Department of Physical
Education
Boma, Posscc Gymnasium,
I student, Chalif School, New York:
nbia I niverjity.
or, 1 1 i K Club. Vthlctic Association,
l Mall.
Camilla Nance Newer*
Physical Education
B S., Sargcnl Si hool ol Boston Unive
Sponsoi . Pcnta 1 au Club,
Margaret Newhall
Librarian
B.A., Vassar College; M.A., Ohio State
University; B.Sc. in Education, Ohio
State University; B.S. in Library Science,
George Pcabody College for Teachers;
Certificat d'Aptitude, Alliance Francaise.
Sponsor, T. C. Club.
Mary Rachel Norris
Psychology
B.A., M.A., Bryn Mawr College; gradu-
ate study, George Peabody College for
Teachers, Columbia University.
Martha K. Ordway
English
Ph.B., University of Chicago; M.A.,
George Peabody College for Teachers.
Sponsor, Chimes.
Frances Helen Parker
Harp
[ingham - Southern College:B.A.,
M.A., Vanderbilt University; Study at
Eastman School of Music; Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music; Private Lessons,
Vienna; pupil, Master Class of Carlos
Salzedo.
Bess Pruitt
Spanish
B.A., Texas State College for Women;
M.A., University of Texas.
Sponsor, Sophomore Preparatory Class,
Spanish Club.
j a c u I it/
B.A
College
Sponsor
Louise Pyke
Sociology
Wellcsley College; M.A., Scarril
Y. W. C. A., Ariston Club.
Ellene Ransom
English
B.A., M.A., Vanderbilt
ate student. Columbia
derbilt University, am
iversity; gradu-
niversity. Van-
ale University.
Mary McMillan Rasmussen
English
.S., George Pcabody College for Teach-
Linda Rhea
English
I.S., Vanderbilt Un
Lawrence H. Riggs
Head of Theory Department
B.A., Beloit College; Rhodes Scholar at
Oxford University; Summer Courses,
Chicago Musical College, Northwestern
University School of Music; Graduate,
American Institute of Normal Methods.
7A
e
Mildred Ritchey
Foods
P, v. Southwestern Louisiana Instilut
Hazel Coate Rose
Pin no
Kenneth Rom
Head <<\ Violin Department
Pupil, McGibeny, Indianapolis; Arthu
Hartman, Paris; George Lchmann, Berlin
Souky, Prague; Conren Master, Indian
apolis Symphon) Orchestra.
Orchestra, Chamber Musi, s<
Bertha m. Ri i i
/ rench
it. ( lub, F. I. f.lul..
Rosamond Salisbi kv
<. ill i, mill Them
Oberlifl ( on ei aton ol Mush
:
ly ol Rcdlandi ludent,
Orlando Cole.
/'.,... / /
Louise Saunders
Assistant Librarian
Student, George Peabody College for
Teachers.
Sponsor, Eccowasin Club.
Maxine Schlanbusch
Voice
I HEODORA COOLEY .SCRUGGS
English
II. A.. Wellesle) College; M.A.. Vander-
bilt University; graduate study. Van-
VIary Wynne Shackelford
Director, Department of Ail
Graduate, Art Academy of Cincinnati;
lis. I nivcrsit; of Cincinnati; graduate.
Pratt Institute, School of line and Ap-
plied Arts; li. P. A.. Sfhool of line and
Vpplicd Arts, Nch York and Paris.
Sponsor, \tt Club.
Robbie Vllison Shackleford
Mathematics
II. A.. Vanderbill University; graduate
•rnidy. George Peabody College foi
I cat hers.
Susan S. Souby
English
Sponsor, Peristal! Club.
Amelie Throne
Piano
Pupil, Maurice Aronson, Vienna; Josef
Lhevinne, Berlin: Sigismund Stojowski,
New York; Harold Bauer, New York.
Janice Turnipseed
French
M.A., Univer-B.A., Randolph-Macon;
sity of Alabama; Dip!
of Paris; Diplo Cn
Unii
rsity of Poitii
iity
Sponsor, Senior-Middle Gla
Elizabeth Wall
Piano
B.S., George Peabodv College for Teach-
ers; B.Mus., Nashville Conservatory of
Music; Pupil of Wiktor Labunski, Ed-
uard Laessel, and Roy Underwood; Pupil,
Master Class of Rudolph Ganz.
jacu It if
Olive White
Hislory
B.S., North Texas State Teachers
lege; M.A., University of Texas.
Sponsor, Del Vers Club.
Catharine Winnia
Director, Department of Speech
B.S., George Peabodv College for Teach-
ers; M.A.. Columbia University; Director's
and Teacher's Certificate, American
Academy of Dramatic Art.
Charlotte A. Wright
Assistant to the Dean
B.A., New York State College for Teach-
ers; B.Th., Gordon College of Theology;
M.A., Columbia University.
Miss Bess Murphree
Mrs. Mary Charlton
Personnel Department
r>v
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GlaAA&l
All VMS
Brandos
Covington
Akers
Carricer
Crane
Anderson
Conn
Crawford
Arbuckle
Connor
Creber
|l I ' \ \| \ II I Vdams
I ..<. v.. hi>i Virginia
V'^-.r.i
In Diploma
Outstanding Freshman Art stu-
dent, 1-': \n Club. '42. '43: V.
u < \
_ \m Editor,
Milestones, 13: rreasurer. Agora
Club. -mII. 43:
rOPS, lunioi Lieutenant, '43.
K'ji.iki \ Brandon
Nashville, hennessee
Iriad
•
'.:/ Diploma
lifieate
President. I riad c lab. '42: Math
Club. '42: Hockci Vanity. '42,
12 French
Club. '43: Das Student I
French ' ident, Dai
siii.l.in Council I i,
Var.ils. -43: Bottling Varsitt, '43;
lOI's. rir-! I
lM I I ! il .
covtncton
Nashville, Ij
I riad
rat Diploma
Frances Akers
\ \SH\ II II. I I NNESSE1
\I\r\ \t \D(,i Carricer
I i I SA, OKLAHOM x
A. K.
General Diploma
So rcury, \. K. Club, '42; Inn.
Club, '42, I:'.: Math Club, '4i
IS; Y W. C. \ . '42, '43 I rea
urer, \. K. Club, '43: rOP!
Second Lieutenant, '43.
Rossi yn (rani
i ii\sdi i k. OKI UfOM \
X. I..
General Diploma
rrcamrcr. X. L. Club. '43:
ion. I I Spanish
Madlynn J eanette
Anderson
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
General Diploma
Bess Cline (arson
Birmingham, \i.\bwia
[ani \nni craumer
Wyomissinc, Pennsi lvania
A. K.
General Diploma
Speech Certificate
Swimming Varsity, IL'; //>/''<"<
Reporter, IL'; Spanish Club, '42,
'43; Utivc Member, Vthlctii As
sociation, '42, '43; President, A. k.
( lub, '43; •>
.
W. C. \.. '42, '43,
Patricia Anne Anderson
Nashville, Tennessee
Ariston
Gem-ud Diploma
resident, Ariston Club. '42; As-
stanc General Manager, Athletic
idem. Ath-
Associati '43.
Mary Josephine Conn
Springfield, i ennessee
Triad
General Diploma
Beverly Jean Crawford
I l 1 SA. Ohl AHUM \
Anti-Pandora
General Diploma
hi Certificate
Cheerleader, '42; An Club, '43;
rreasurer, Anti-Pandora Club,
'43.
Margaret Elizabeth
Arbuckle
San Diego. California
A. K.
General Diploma
Proctor. Hail Hall, '42; Hockej
Varsity, '42; Business Manager,
\Iii.i shines, '43; Vice-President,
A. K. Club, '43; Treasurer, Atb-
letic Association, '43.
Marion Pauline Connor
oh t miii \. Tennessee
Agora
General Diploma
Jimmy Creber
Columbia, Missouri
iri k
General Diploma
Treasurer, Senior-Middle Class,
'\'2: Hockey Varsity, '42, '43;
Baseball Varsity, '42; President,
Math Club. '42; President, Scnioi
Class, '43; TOPS, Firsi Lieuten-
ant, '13.
The Milestones 1943
Anne Nichols. Vice-President
Jimmy Creber. President
Attridge
Cook
Davis
BOWEN
Cork
Davison
Bette Browne Attridge
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Tri K
General Diploma
Feature Editor, Milestones, '42:
Spanish Club, '42; Associate
Editor, Milestones,
C. A., '43: Vi< iident, Tri K
Club. '43; Sergeant
Senior Class. First Semester,
Acti\c Member. Athletic Ass
Dorothy Ellen Cook
Huntington, West Virginia
Penta Tail
General Diploma
Art Certificate
!lec Club, '42; Art Club, '43.
Barbara Helen Davis
St. Petersburg, Florida
Basketball Val
Association, '4:
Adelaide Stone Bowen
Nashville, Tennessee
Eccowasin
General Diploma
Art Certificate
President, Eccowasin Club, '43:
Treasurer. Art Club. '43; Art
Editor. Chimes, '43; Phi Theta
Kappa. '43.
Margaret Anne Core
Nashville, Tennessee
Ariston
General Diploma
Secretary, Ariston Club, '42; Math
Club, '42; Spanish Club, '42. '43;
Sergeant at Arms, Ariston Club,
'43; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, '43;
Dance Club, '43.
Patricia Victoria
Davison
Birmingham, Michigan
Osiron
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '42; Hyphen
porter, '42; Vice-President, Osi
Club, '42: Y. W. C. A..
President, Osiron Club, '43.
Page Twenty-Xi
Bette Browne Attridge, Sergeant at Arms
Betty Don Sweat. Secretary
Diem
Erwin
Genet
Donnei.i.
Farwell
Grear
Dorothea Ruth Diem
Tulsa, Oklahoma
X. L.
General Diploma
Speech Certificate
Spanish Club, '42; Music Club,
•42; Glee Club, '42, '43; Choir,
'43; Y. W. C. A. Cabinet, '43;
Secretary, X. I.. Club. '43; Senior
Lifesaving, '43; Captivators, '43.
Berniece Elaine Erwin
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
General Diploma
heerleader, '42, '43; Hyphen P.
porter,
'43; Cir
'13; Ba
Mildred Gertrude Genet
Charleston, West Virginia
Penta I an
Voice Certificate
Musit Club, '42; Treasurer, Tenia
lau Club. '43; Glee Club, '42,
I3; Choir. 12. '43; Madrigal
Singers, '13; Captivators, '43.
Page Thirty
Jean Elizabeth Donnell
Waterloo, Iowa
Del Vers
General Diploma
Art Certificate
French Club, '42; Art Club. '42
'43; Milestones Staff, '42; Photo
graphic Editor, Milestones, '43
TOPS, Captain, '43; Y. W. C. A.
'43; Treasurer, Del Vers Club
'43; Hood and Gown. '43: Sec
rctary, Phi Theta Kappa, '43.
Jacqueline Elizabeth
Farwell
Jacksonville. Florida
General Diplot
Glee Club, '42; Span
'42, '43; Y. W. C. A.,
Dorothy Nell (.rear
Augusta, Georgia
Y. W. C. A.,
DORSEY
Fessey
Greer
Downer
Feuchtenberger
Guthrie
Eblen
FOREE
Hanover
EICHELBERGER
FOREE
Harris
eichenlaub
Gayle
Hay
Elizabeth Dorsey
Henderson, Kentucky
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '42; TOPS, Ju
Polly Ann Fessey
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
General Diploma
Speech Certificate
Active Member, Athletic Associa-
tion, '42, '43; Baseball Varsitv,
'42; Math Club, '42; Day Student
Treasurer, Senior Class, '43; Busi-
ness Manager, Chimes, '43; Sec-
retary, Triad Club. '43; TOPS,
First Lieutenant, '43.
Betty Greer
Knoxville, Tennessee
Del Vers
General Diploma
Virginia Downer
Detroit, Michigan
Penta Tau
ey Varsitv, '42, '43; Sergeant
rms, Penta Tau Club, '42.
Betty Jane
Feuchtenberger
Bluefield. West Virginia
General Diploma
Ermin Virginia Guthrie
Shelbyville. Kentucky
Osiron
Secretarial Certificate
President, Athletic Association,
'42; Bowling Medal, '42; Hockey,
Tennis, Basketball, Bowling.
Baseball Varsities, '42; All-Round
Athletic Medal, '42; Bowling
Manager, Athletic Association,
'43; Basketball Varsity, '43; Bowl-
ing Varsitv. '43; Editor, Mile-
stones, '43.
Susan Eblen
Henderson, Kentucky
F. F.
General Diploma
Vice-President, Spanish Club,
Treasurer, Y. W. C. A.,
Secretary, Y. W. C. A., '43.
Catherine Foree
Athens, Tennessee
Music Certificate
Bette Joan Hanover
Nashville, Tennessee
Josephine Louise
Eichelberger
Eustis, Florida
T. C.
General Diploma
Swimming Varsity, '42; Spanish
Club, '42, '43; President, T. C.
Club, First Semester, '43; Y. W.
C. A., '43.
Elizabeth Ghalston
Foree
Athens, Tennessee
F. F.
General Diploma
French Club. '42; Active Member.
Athletic Association, '42, '43;
Tennis Varsity, '43; TOPS. Second
Lieutenant, '43; President, F. F.
Club, '43; Phi Theta Kappa, '43.
Ann Harris
Monroe, Michigan
T. C.
General Diploma
President. T. C. Club, Second
Semester. '43; Y. W. C. A. Cab-
inet, '43; TOPS. Junior Lieu-
tenant, '43; Athletic Association,
'43.
Margie Eichenlaub
Atlanta. Georgia
Penta Tau
General Diploma
Circulation Manager, Hyphen.
'42; President, Penta Tau Club.
'42; College Maid, '42; Baseball
Varsity, '42; Chapel Proctor. '43;
Basketball Varsity. '43.
Garnett Eva Gayle
Lexington, Kentucky
Osiron
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '42; Swimn
Varsity, '42; Vice-President, Ath-
letic Association, '43; Treasurer
Osiron Club, '43: TOPS, First
ng
'43.
Margaret Hay
Nashville, Tennessee
Ariston
General Diploma
Certificate
Ariston Club,
Dane
President.
Chimes Staff,
Kappa, '43.
'43; Phi Theta
Page Thirty-One
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Hum
Hi rCHF.NS
|OSES
IlK.I.INs
I VCOBS
Insl IN
HlI.I.
Jackson
KlNZI.Y
Hoar
jefferds
KOBEL
iii iison
Jenkins
Lasseter
Miriam Kern Hi mm
Nashville, Tennessei
Eccowasin
General Diploma
Art Certificate
porter, 12: Wt ( lull.
JACQUELYN HlGGI.NS
I', milk Creek, Michigan
Del Vers
General Diploma
Spanish Club. '42; Secretai
Michigan Club, '42; Preside.
Del Vers Club. '43.
Nancy Reisecca Hill
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
General Diploma
Athletic Board, '42. '43; Y. W.
C. \.. '43; Vice-President, Angkor
Club, '43.
Virginia Ariel Hoak
Des Moines. Iowa
Agora
General Diploma
President. Senior-Middle Class.
42; Y. W. C. A., '42, '4:1;
Hyphen, '411; President, Agora
Club. '43.
Leslie Combs Hudson
Carroli.ton. Missouri
S\RAH El 1/ M'.l III Hi T< III NS
Hif.ii Point, nokih Carolina
I I l\ |OM-S
Camp L.tviKCSTON, Lot im.wa
I C.
Gt l> frtoma
Sergeant at Arms. 1 . C. Club,
!
trcnih Club, I'.: I ri usurer, I .
C. Club. II: V. U. f \ 12
i, t tub a.
s u i ii l',i i i i Jacobs
Brioci pori . Alabama
jam Greenwood [oslin
NASHVILI E, 1 LNNLssI L
AnglcOl
General Diploma
Speech Certificate
Spanish Club, '42 I ;
at \rrnv \n;.'lor flub I :
Mary Elizabeth Jackson
i i ihniin. Kentucky
Osiron
Oner,// Diploma
Textiles ami Clothing Diplorna
Proctor. Founders Hall. Second
Semester, '42; An Club, '42, '43:
I OPS. lunior Lieutenant. '43:
Glee Club. '43; Proctor, Senior
Hall. I irst Semester. '43; Vice-
President, Osiron Club. First
Semester, '13; President. Student
t ouncil, Second Semester, '43.
Dorothy Jane Kinzly
NASHVILI I . I ENN) ssl I
Eccowasin
General Diploma
Second Vice-President, Da) Stu-
dent Council, '42; I irst Vice-
Pn idi in I'. i'. Student Council,
'45: Pin I beta Kappa, 13: Hood
.ui.l Conn. 13.
Caroline (eieerds
Charleston, West Virginia
Penta Tau
Genera/ Diploma
Glee Club. '42; Chimes Staff, '12:
French Club, '43; Vice-President,
Penta Tau Club, 13: Y. W.
C. A.. '43.
Mary Beverly Kobel
Muskogee, Oklahoma
x. L.
General Diploma
Speech Certificate
e-Prcsident, X. L. Club. '43.
Mary Annie Jenkins
Midland, Georgia
General Diploma
Textiles and Clothing Diplo
Louise Fairfax Lasseter
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
General Diploma
Art Certificate
Vice - President, Senior - Middle
(lass. 12; Hyphen Reporter, '42;
President, An club. '43; chimes
Editor. '43; Phi Thcta Kappa.
'43; Hood and (.own. 13.
Page Th
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Polly Fessey, Da\ student Treasurer
Carolyn Whitmore. Boarding Treasur
'*$jm$&
HUCHES
Johnson
Latham
Hunt
.Iones
Lawrence
Sara Beth Hlighes
Bartlesville, Oklahoma
T. C.
General Diploma
French Club, '42, '43; Spanish
Club, '42, '43; Secretary, T. C.
Club, '42; Y. W. C. A„ '43;
Ann Sheffield Johnson
Nashville. Tennessee
Eccowasin
General Diploma
Art Certificate
Outstanding Freshman Art Stu-
dent, '42; Milestones, '42; Hood
and Gown, '43; Assoc
Chi; '43; Vii Art
Club, '43; Phi Theta Kappa, '43.
Wilma Yvonne Latham
Nashville, Tennessee
Eccowasin
General Diploma
Art Certificate
Art Club, '42, '43; French Club.
'42. '43; Dance Club. '43; Acthe
Member, Athletic Association,
'42, '43; Archery Manager, '43.
Bess Frances Hunt
Nashville, Tennessee
Eccowasin
General Diploma
Tennis Varsity, '42; Active Mem-
ber, Athletic Association, '42, '43;
Bowling Manager, '43; Sergeant at
Arms, Eccowasin Club, '43.
Barbara Zemula Jones
Camp Livingston, Louisiana
T. C.
General Diploma
Sergeant at Arms, T. C. Club.
'42; Art Club, '42; Spanish Club.
'42, '43; Treasurer. T. C. Club.
'43; French Club. '42, '43; Y. W.
C. A., '42, '43; Secretary, Spanish
Club, '43.
Mary Jane Lawrence
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
General Diploma
Angkor Club, '42:
Treasurer, Senior-
42; French Club,
French Club, '43:
Day
-President
Student
Middle Class
'42; Secretary
Dance Club, -13; Y. W. C. A.
Cabinet. '43; President. Angkor
Club, '43: TOPS, Captain, '43.
Page Thirty-Three
VIiss Frances Falvey, Sponsor
Mrs. Minnie Powell. Hostess
Lemley
Mulvena
SHEETZ
Long
Nance
Shew
Margaret Hazlevvood
Lemley
Old Hickory, Tennessee
Triad
Genera! Diploma
French Club, '42; Math Club.
'42, '43; Active Member, Ath-
letic Association. '42, '43; Basket-
ball Manager, '43; Milestones
Stall, '43; Hood and Gown, '43;
Phi Theta Kappa, '43.
Marion Ruth Mulvena
Alpena, Michigan
X. I..
General Diploma
Riding Certificate
llxi,h en Reporter, '12; Y. W. C.
A.. '42. '43; French Club, '42,
'43; Active Member, Athletic As-
sociation, '42. '43; Tennis Man-
ager, '12. '43i Math Club, '42.
13; Turf and I anbark. '43;
spoils Editor. Hyphen, '43.
Beverly Jane Sheetz
igh Point, North Carolina
F. F.
Helen Dewitt Lonc
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
Seerelarial Certificate
Eleanor Townes Nance
Collinsville. Alabama
F. F.
General Diploma
Chimes Staff. '42; Y. W. C A.
Cabinet. '42; Active Member.
Athletic Association, '42, '43;
TOPS, Junior Lieutenant, '43;
Editor, Hyphen. First Semester,
13: Hood and Gown. '43.
Virginia Shew
Clinton, Indiana
Del Vers
General Diploma
Seerelarial Certificate
Spanish Club, '42; Dance Club,
•43; Y. W. C. A., '42, '13; Vice-
President, Del Vers Club, '43.
MCMURRY
Nelms
Smith
Marable
Nichols
Starnes
Martin
Osmundson
Sutherland
MOERNER
Palmer
Sweat
Morton
Ritchie
Tillman
Sam McMurry
Cookeville, Tennessee
F. F.
General Diploma
Speech Certificate
Baseball Varsity, '42; Active
Member, Athletic Association, '42,
'43; Secretary, F. F. Club, '42;
Y. W. C. A., '42; Hood and
Gown, '43; President, Student
Council, First Semester, '43.
Sudie Elizabeth Nelms
Ripley, Mississippi
Del Vers
General Diploma
Patricia Anne Smith
Decatur, Illinois
Anti-Pandora
General Diploma
Secretary, Anti-Pandora Club,
Nancy Elizabeth Marable
Ashland City, Tennessee
Anne Heiskell Nichols
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
General Diploma
Art Certificate
Hyphen Reporter, '42; Art Club.
'42, '43; Glee Club, '42; Choir,
'43; Vice-President, Senior Class,
'43; Poetry Editor, Chimes, '43.
Lucille Hilton Starnes
Birmingham, Alabama
Tri K
Art Club, '42, '43; Y. W. C. A.
Cabinet, '43; Dance Club. '43;
President. Tri K Club, '43.
Louise Leach Martin
Aberdeen, North Carolina
Art Club, '43.
Ronnie Lee Osmundson
Perry, Iowa
Agora
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '42: Secretary,
Senior-Middle Class, '42; Hyphen,
Feature Editor, '43; Secretary,
Student Council, '43; TOPS,
Cadet, '43.
Yvonne Adell Sutherland
Houston. Texas
X. L.
General Diploma
Riding Certificate
Art Certificate
Secretary, Y. W. C. A., '42;
President. X. L. Club. '43; Turf
and Tanbark, '43: Spanish Club,
'43.
Alyce Lillian Moerner
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
General Diploma
Baseball Varsity, '42; Math Club,
'42, '43; Active Member, Athletic
Association, '42, '43; Baseball
Manager, '43; Hockey Varsity, '43;
Spanish Club, '42, '43; Glee Club.
'42, '43; Day Student Editor,
Milestones, '43: Hood and
Gown, '43: TOPS, Second Lieu-
tenant, '43; Y. W. C. A., '43;
Treasurer, Phi Theta Kappa. "43.
Rose Lucille Palmer
Sheffield, Alabama
T. C.
General Diploma
Spanish Club, '43; Art Club, '4
Betty Donaldson Sweat
Corinth, Mississippi
Agora
General Diploma
V. W. C A. Cabinet, '42: Glee
Club, '42, '43; Choir, '42, '43;
Step-Singing Director, '42, "43;
Y. W. C. A., '42, '43; TOPS,
Second Lieutenant, '43; Secretary,
Senior Class, '43; Phi Theta
Kappa, '43.
Sarah Elizabeth Morton-
Nashville, Tennessee
Eccowasin
General Diploma
Math Club, '42, '43; Treasurer,
Eccowasin Club, '43.
June Ritchie
Ravenswood, West Virginia
T. C.
General Diploma
Second Vice-President, Student
Council, '42; Hockey Varsity, '42
President, Y. W. C. A., '43; Hood
and Gown. '43; TOPS, First I
tenant, '43; Active Men
Athletic Association, '43; Martha
Washington, '43; President,
Theta Kappa, '43.
Jeanne Yvonne Tillman
Toledo. Ohio
Anti-Pandora
General Diploma
Art Certificate
Art Club, '42, '43; Bowling Var-
sity, '42; President, First Semester,
Anti-Pandora Club, '43.
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VINCENT
WHITMORE
u'heelock
Wolfe
White
Krrn \ im km
Nashville, liwi^n
Betty Wheelock
Corsicana, Texas
Tri K
Sonia Stanton White
Grosse Ile. Michigan
Penta Tall
Ariston Sergeam .il Anns. Tri K Club General Diploma
Carolyn Whitmore
43. Bowling Varsity. '42: Baseball
Varsity, '42; Spanish Club. '42:
Hockey Varsity. '42; President.
Penta Tan Club. First Semester,
'43.
Providence, Rnout Island
Tri K
General Diploma
Spanish Club. 42: Baseball Var-
sity, '42: Treasurer, Senior Class.
43: Feature Editor. Milestones,
43: TOPS. Junior Lieutenant,
• - 'ball Varsity. 43: Iioul-
iriK \'arsil\. '4:'.
BoiSBETTE WOLFE
N \sll\ [LLE, TENNl ssl I
Ariston
General Diploma
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Senieft- Jilddle (J/ass
The bewildered freshmen who searched fruitlessly for Middle-
March and Club Village last fall have proved themselves an
outstanding Senior-Middle Class.
The Middles couldn't have chosen a better group of leaders.
Attractive Alice Jeanne Haworth did a wonderful job as presi-
dent. Margaret Burk and Mary Emily Caldwell led the day-
student group as vice-president and day treasurer. Mary Mar-
garet Neal was elected secretary. In charge of the money affairs
for the boarding students was Fariss Parks. Jolly Polly Bass kept
order for the Mids as sergeant at arms.
Miss Janice Turnipseed, with a watchful eye over the Middles.
proved to be a congenial and popular sponsor.
From the very first hockey game to the final Senior-Senior-
Mid event, the Middles worked smoothly as a unit, with plenty
of pep and spirit. They climaxed their efforts by winning the
coveted cup.
The class ol '44 has made an outstanding beginning and
they should prove themselves worthy of the notice given them
in 1943.
Miss Janice Turnipseed. Sponsor, Senior-Middle Class
Senior-Middle Officers, left to riglit-SEAi.. Burk. Haworth, P. Bass. Parks, Caldwell Page Tlurty-Seve
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IDAMS
Baxter
Risdy
Agree
Beattie
Carter
Ames
Rorneman
Clinton
Anderson
Rrandon
cockrill
Bailey
Breidenbach
Collier
Kakin Hughes Adams
N \M1\ILI I . TENNESSI I
Triad
High School Certificate
Latin Club. 10. 11: Penstafl
Club. I.'. '43; French ( lub, '45;
Marjorie Agree
Detroit, Michigan
Del \'crs
High School Certificate
H \ I I.
Sherry Ames
Selma, Alabama
Penta Tan
High School Certificate
Art Club. '42, '43; Vice-President.
Junior Class. '42; Sergeant at
Arms. Penta Tail Club. '43.
Joan Anderson
Nashville, Tennessee
Ariston
High School Certificate
Minnie Carter Bailey
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
High School Certificate
Beta Club, '42, '43; French Club,
'42, '43; Pcnstaff Club. '42; Presi-
dent. Penstaff Club, '13.
Bl m Ann BAXTER
Buffalo, new York
X. L.
High School Certil
CaptiratO COPS 13
tthletii ii, ..
Vanity, '43; French Club, '43;
V. W. < Basketball
Vanity. '43.
|OANM Bl
ink Park, Illinois
x I
High School Certificate.
I'nge Thirl I
Frances Beattie
NASflVILLl . I ENNESSEE
Ariston
ll'L'h St hool < erlififale
Martha Borneman
Elkhart, Indiana
Agora
Judith Brandon
Nashville, Tennessee
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
reasurer, Eccowasin Club, '12;
enstaff Club, '43; Honor Roll.
3; President. [unior-Middle
lass, '43.
Ruth Lillian Breidenbach
Milwaukee, Wisconsin
Del Vers
High School Certificate
Club, '13.
Hazel Brandon Cockrill
Nashville, Tennessee
Eccowasin
|wi Carter
Nashville, Fennessee
Eccowasin
Doris \nm Clinton
FAIRMONT, WESI Virginia
Osiron
High School Certificate
Secretary, Eccowasin Club. '41;
Basketball Varsity, '12: Baseball
Varsity, '12; President, Junior
Class, '12; Vice-President, EcCO-
ivasin Club, '43; Irene Ii Club.
'42, '43; Beta Club, 12; President,
Beta Club, '43.
Virginia Collier
Cleveland, Ohio
High School Certificate
dent, I re ihman Class,
i Club, 10. II.
10; Y.
•43
High Si hool Certificate
M < v., '43; rOPS, Cadet,
Osiron
High School Certificate
\rl Club, '12, '43.
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Julie Lineberger, Vice-President
Judy Brandon. President
Baker
Britt
Crow
Bandy
Brown
Dalrymple
Betty Anne Baker
Chickasha, Oklahoma
High School Certificate
Mary Buckner Britt
Nashville, Tennessee
Eccowasin
High School Certificate
Spanish Club, '42, '43.
Mary Marshall Crow
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
High School Certificate
Spanish Club, '42, '43; Athletii
Association, '43.
Jane Elizabeth Bandy
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
High School Certificate
Sergeant at Arms, Latin Club, '41,
'42; French Club. '42, '43; Math
Club. '43.
Jean Brown
Memphis, Tennessee
Agora
High School Certificate
Y. W. C. A., '43.
Jean Dalrymple
Youngstown, Ohio
Tri K
High School Certificate
Art Club, '43; Y. W. C. A.,
\ \M v SHERICK, Secretary
\1\kiii\ Davis, Sergeant at Arms
Davis
Freeman
Hi rim
Davis
Goldberg
Hopkins
Adair Davis
Spring Hill, Alabama
Penta Tail
Peggy Lou Freeman
Bramwell, West Virginia
Anti-Pandora
High School Certificate
crctary, Anti-Pandora Club, '43;
Junior-Middle Cla
Ann 1 1 1 ft ii I
Hi i.ni i , Wisconsin
Martha Davis
Nashville, Tennksslt.
Angkor
High School Certificate
Treasurer, Freshman Class, '40;
Latin Club, '40, '41; Vice-Presi-
dent, Latin Club, '42; French
Club, '42. '43; Sergeant at Arms.
(unior-Middle Class. '43.
llARliARA Sue Coldberc
Chattanooga, Tennessee
Anti-Pandora
1-lie.h School Certificate
French club. '43; Honor Roll,
'43.
Wary Carolyn Hopkins
Athens, Ohio
Penta Tail
High School Certificate
Y. W. C. A.. '43; Honor Roll, '43.
DIEHL
HARBAUG*
Jenkins
feemster
Hartnett
Jones
FOGERTY
Haynes
Joy
Trackman
Hill
Knode
Ann Diehi.
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
High School Certificate
Latin Club, '40. "41; French Club,
'42. '43; Beta Club, '43; Secretary
and Treasurer, Dance Club, '43,
Norma Eyers
Andalusia, Alabama
Del Vers
High School Certificate
Penstalf Club, '43; Vice-President
Student Council, '43.
Mary Elizabeth Feemster
Cambridge City, Indiana
Anti-Pandora
High School Certificate
Active Member, Athletic Associa-
tion, '43; Hockey Varsity, '43;
TOPS, Junior Lieutenant, '43.
Dorothy Janet Focerty
Michigan
Anti-Pandora
High School Certificate
ch Club, '43.
Faye Ruth Frackman
Miami Beach, Florida
Anti-Pandora
High School Certificate
Latin Club, '41; Art Club. '4
Spanish Club. '42. '43.
Janice Harbaugh
Perryton, Texas
Del Vers
Alice Hart
Nashville, Tennessee
Ariston
High School Certificate
l Club, '42; French Club,
'43; Penstalf Club, '42. '43;
Vice-President,
Club '-I-- Chi: Stall.
Catherine Hartnett
Nashville, Tennessee
Ariston
High School Certificate
tin Club, '40.
Jane Farris Haynes
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
High School Certificate
LatinClub, '40; Secretary, Fresh-
Junit
'III; SerR
Barbara Goodspeed Hill
Larchmont. New York
Agora
High School Certificate
Barbara Joan Jenkins
Battle Creek, Michigan
T. C.
High School Certificate
TOPS, Cadet. '43.
Barbara Johnson
Nashville, Tennessee
High School Certificate
Natalie Inez Jones
Ft. Benning, Georgia
Penta Tail
Mildred Joy
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
High School Certificate
Proctor, Dav Student Council, '42;
Vice-President. Triad Club. '43;
International Singers, '43.
Katha Knode
South Bend. Indiana
Penta Tan
High School Certificate
or Roll, '43.
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Knox I. \kMJN
McBride Macauley
Pi \tcD\ Phillips
Clara Knox Karj.n Rowe Larson
N \mi\m e f . Tennessee PONTIAC, MlCHlCAN
Eccowasin Osiron
I
.
i High School Certificate
French Club. '42, '43: Sergeant at \!h ,-n, Association, In. II.
Arms. Eccowasin Club. '42; Sec-
rrtars. Junior C.bsv. '42: Beta
flub. '43: Treasurer, Eccowasin
Club. '43.
Emily Vivian McBridi
Dallas. Texas
Anti-Pandora
High Schnol Certificate
\rt Club, '43.
Constance si irton
Pearson
Omnda, Cai
Pcnla 7;i,i
High School t
I ops. Second Lieutenant,
Honor Roll I',
f'aee F>„
I I; Member, Vtbletii Board. '43:
lurf and Tanbark, '42. '43; Presi-
dent, I nrf .oid Tanbark, '43;
Sergeant at Arms. Osiron Club.
'43; High Sthool Representative,
MILESTONES, '43; TOPS, Junior
JUT '43.
Doris Ellen Macauley
Lot isvii ii. Kentucky
A. K.
High School Certificate
Vice-President and Secretary, stu-
dent Council, '42; President, Stu-
denl Council, Second Semester,
13: Beta Club, '43: Secretary,
\ K. Club. '43.
in i n I'nii i ips
i;i vim uiii
.
Arkansas
//o-;, School Certifii
Learned
Mayo
i'riciiett
Mary Jane Learned
collierville. tennessee
F. F.
High School Certificate
Swimming Varsity, '40, '41, '42,
'43: Hotkey Varsih, '42, '43; Rid-
ing Varsity, '42: Basketball Var-
sity, '40. '41, '42; Baseball Var-
sity. '40. '41. '42; High School
Ill-Round Athlete. '42: Treas-
urer. F. F. Club. '42; Turf and
Tanbark. '41. '42. '43; .Secretary
and Treasurer. Turf and Tan-
bark, '43: Athletic Association.
'41. '42, '43: Secretary Athletic
Association, '43: Proctor, First
Semester. Heron Hall, '43; TOPS.
Second Lieutenant, '43; Circula-
tion Manager, Hyphen, '43.
|< mm Mayo
Columbus, Georgia
Osiron
High School Certificate
International Singers, '43.
ZARA Frierson Prichett
Nashville, Tennessee
Eccowasin
llte.l< School Certificate
treasurer, Sophomore Class, "11;
I, ( lid,. '42, '43; Beta Club,
leci1le1ter
moorauian
Ragland
Ellielyn Lewis Lechleiter
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
High School Certificate
Jackie Mookadian
Dayton, Ohio
Del Vers
High School Certificate
Club. '43: Y. W. C. A.,
Frances Ragland
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
High School Certificate
LlCKEY
Moore
Reeves
Peggy Ann Lickey
Detroit, Michigan
Del Vers
High School Certificate
Y. W. C. A., '43.
Colleen Moore
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
High School Certificate
Juanita Phair Reeves
Nashville, Tennessee
Ariston
High School Certificate
Baseball Varsity, '41. '42; La
Club, '40, '41; Spanish Club, '
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Lelia Sargent, Day Student Treasur
Peggy Freeman. Boarding Treasure
Julia Jean Lineberger
Des Moines, Iowa
Agora
High School Certificate
French Club, '43; Vice-President.
Agora Club, '43; Vice-President,
Junior-Middle Class, '43.
Marilyn Osborn
Marion, Indiana
Agora
Art Club, '43; Honor Roll,
Y. W. C. A.,
Jean Roddey
Charlotte, North Carolina
High School Certificate
• e Member, Athletic Associa-
'43; Y. W. C A., '43.
Jane Love
Cleveland, Ohio
Osiron
High School Certificate
Margrave Paul
Parkin, Arkansas
A. K.
High School Certificate
French Club, '43.
Lelia Cusick Sargent
Nashville, Tennessee
Triad
High School Certificate
Latin Club, '40, '41; Spanish
Club. '41. '42; Y. W. C. A., '43;
Day Student Treasurer, Junior-
Miss Catherine E. Morrison, Hall Sponsor
Mrs. Mary O. Hay, Hostess
Middle Clas: '43.
Seavey
Slaboski
I llkl I I
Scott
smith
Warnock
Sherick
Temple
VVinsor
Eleanor Sn\n
Dover. New Hampshire
Penta Tau
High School Certificate
PcraUfl Club, '43; An Club, '43;
mi's. 13; Honor Roll. '43.
Hannah SLABOSKY
Chattanooga, Tennessee
\rtri Pandora
High School Certificate
.n<h Qub
Eva (> m I hri i i
PratTSVILLE. \kk\ns\s
lliiili School i
JEH 11 VNN SCOT i
N Vsii\ ILLE, I ENNESSEE
High School Certificate
Virginia Smith
Charlotte, North Carolina
Ihxh School Certificate
\nnt Dixon VV'ARNOCK
Anniston, Alabam \
Osiron
High Si hool Certificate
V. W. C. V. I'.: Vice-President,
Osiron Club, Second S< me u i 13
Catherine Rivers Seward
Brentwood, Tennessee
High School < ertific,
Doris SMOTHERMAN
Nashville, Tennessee
Ariston
High School Certificate
i Club, '40, II; Art Club.
'41.
II.
'43; Ir
'42
LA
Becky Watson
and. Florida
Osiron
High School Certificate
Student Council, Hi: President,
Sophomore Class, II: Honor Roll,
'42, '43; Lal
II. '42. '43;
( lub, '42; Beta Club, '41,
I I I I, Club, '42, '43; 1
1
urcr, siiiil.ni Council, '42; P
inr. Heron Hall, Second Seme
12; President, Studem Cou
Firsl Semester, '43.
(.Illll
Latin
12.
Nancy Benton Sherick
Ashland. Ohio
High Srho
Honor Roll,
Proctor, Heron
mester, '43; Bet
k'ii< Board. '-I?
sily. '41, '42,
Lal
i/ Certificate
13; TOPS. '43;
Hall, Second Se-
i Club, '43; Ath-
Swimming Var-
'43; Sergeant at
Cln
Dora Jane TEMPLE
Lewisville, Arkansas
I'cnla Tail
High s< I,,,,, I Certificate
\n Club, '42, '43; Basketball
Varsity, '4S,
Catherine Ann Winsor
Detroit, Michigan
Osiron
High School Certificate
Michigan Club. '43; V. W. C, A
'43.
Mary Florence Shofner
Nashville, Tennessee
Angkor
High School Certificate
Latin Club. '40. '41. '42; Presi-
dent, Latin Club, '42; PenstafE
Club, '41, '42, '43; Vice-President,
Pcnstaft Club, '43; French Club,
'43; TOPS, '43; Sergeant at Arms.
Angkor Club, '42; Active Mem-
ber, Athleti( Association. '41, '42.
'43; Beta Club, II. '42, '43; Vice-
President, Beta Club. '43.
Sue Thompson
Nashville. I ENNESSEE
Angkor
High School Certificate
'42
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The preparatory underclassmen made themselves
very popular on the campus this year. Their loyalty
and cooperation has been outstanding. The Fresh-
man Class made a good start toward a successful
Ward-Belmont career, led by attractive Gene Allen
Kennedy. Monica Joy and her sister Sophomores
were a vital part of the year's effective prep organiza-
tion. The Junior Class was led by Frances Johnston.
They proved themselves quite capable of taking over
the place vacated by this year's Junior-Middles.
Altogether, the three underclasses combined to
lend a helping hand in all campus activities and made
themselves popular with college girls and faculty
members alike.
aM
FRESHMAN OFFICERS
Left l„ Wg/; /-Kennedy (president), Adams, Webster, Breese, Haile
SOPHOMORE OFFICERS
l.e(i to right—Joy (president), Cleveland, Hastings, Keith. Morgan
JUMOR OFFICERS
Left to right, first rozc—Gould. Shackell.
Baird; second row—Johnston (president),
P. Hart
U.w*hS*
-rH*^
It's All in a
Young "Madame furies" in the making 'Cuisinieres" whip up u cakt
Pagt fort;, -Six
"Janey" Clausen models for a "life" cla
Day's Work
Page Forty-Seven
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On Ward-Belmont
Future secretaries take a speed test Physical fitness plays an important role at ll'.-/J.
Qualitative analysis reveals the secrets of molecules and ato
Campus

ActkUtle^
OFFICERS
President, First Semester. Sam McMURRY
President, Second Semester Betty Jackson
First Vice-President Susan Eblen
Second Vice-President... Shirley Bartlett
.
; (J ,-v Bonnie Osmundson
First Semester Proctors Second Semester Proctors
Jane Clark Hail Hall Joan Veatch
Founders Hall Anne Massif Founders Hall Geraldine Young
Betty Jackson Senior Hall Beverly Robel
Margie Eichenlaub Chapel Margery Mcol
BOARDING STUDENT COUNCIL Betty JacksonPresident, Boarding. Student Council
Left to right—Osmi ndson, [ackson (president), Veatch, Eichenlaub, Nicol, Massie. Kobel, Bartlett, Young
Every Tuesday evening the girls who participate in
the Ward-Belmonl Student Governmeni meei to consider
the ciscs ol the "mischief-makers." This youthful judi-
ciary considers and reconsiders, and when the decision is
made, the reprimanded desires to mind hei ways.
The faculty is pleased by the pride and respect thai
cadi member carries for her responsible position in
student government. This body is held in high repute
by each student because of the motto ilicy uphold—
"equal jusi ice to all."
fnar I
Extremely efficient in all its duties, this organization
has again this year distributed its usual number of
majors and minors. But, though this is true, the main
purpose of the council is not to punish or to prohibit
pleasures. It is organized for the purpose of aiding the
day students in doing their part to uphold the standards
and traditions of their school and to help "transmit it
better than it was transmitted to them."
Left to light—Joy. Kinzly, Sykes. Brandon (president), Johnston. White, Jackson
Roberta Brandon
President, Day Student Council
OFFICERS
President Roberta Brandon
First Vice-President Dorothy Kinzly
Second Vice-President Ella Sykes
Secretary Emmie Jackson
Higli Scliool Representative Frances Johnston
Proctor Anne White
DAY STUDENT COUNCIL
OFFICERS
First Semester
President Becky Watson
lice-President and Secretary
Doris Macauley
Treasurer [ESSIE BAKER
Proctor Mary Jane Learned
Underclass Representative
Jane Stone Clevej \m>
Chapel Representative
Betty Ruth Dams
Representative from Founders Hall
Norma Eyers
Second Semester
President DORIS MACAULEY
lice-President and Secretary
Norma Eyers
Treasurer BETTY RUTH DAVIS
Proctor Nancy Sherick
Underclass Representative
Mary Catherine Moody
Chapel Representative Anne BlSSELL
Sponsor
Miss Catherine E. Morrison
PREPARATORY SCHOOL
COUNCIL Becky WatsonPresident. Preparatory Sclwol Council
ight, first row—EVEKS, BlSSELL, SHERICK, BAKER, MOODY, MACAULEY (second semester president). WATSON (first semester president).
Second row—Cleveland. Davis
The Preparatory School Council proves itself a capable
and efficient democratic governing body on the Ward-
Belmoni campus. As an interpreter of school rules and
the misdemeanors of their classmates, this body finds it
"non facile," When the final decision of this group is
posted, those concerned have no feeling of unjust action.
fate. Fifty-Four
Not only an intrinsic pillar of the nation, the Y. W.
C. A. stands foremost in the lives of the girls on the
Ward-Belmont campus. Miss Louise Pyke, sponsor of
this organization, inspires every girl to join wholeheartedly
in its purpose. The work of the various committees takes
the members to the Old Ladies' Home, Crippled Chil-
dren's Home, Vanderbilt Hospital, and Florence Critten-
ton Home, where they provide entertainment and pro-
mote companionship. Here on the campus, spiritual
interest is instigated in each girl through the presenta-
tions of Vesper Services.
Ability and interest in social work and community
service are the characteristics that qualify a girl for mem-
bership in the Y. W. C. A. Cabinet. Zealous, able June
Ritchie, president of the "Y," is the essence of this great
world-wide organization.
The belles cheered the "Y's" "Naughty Nineties" Valentine Party
June Ritchie
President, Y. W. C. A.
COMMITTEE CHAIRMEN
Entertainment Nancy Hart Membership Jean Donnell
Hyphen Representative Old Ladies' Home
. . Grace Fleming
Elizabeth Bomar Cleveland Preparatory School Representative ... .
Tennessee Children's Home ' Natalie Hicks
Jacqueline Farwell Florence Crittenton Home
Vanderbilt Hospital Fariss Parks Ellen Oswald
Public Affairs Ann Harris Sponsor Miss Louise Pyke
OFFICERS
President June Ritchie
Vice-President Betty Don Sweat
Secretary Susan Eblen
Treasurer Mary Gray
Y. W. C. A.
Pnge Fijly-Fivt
STAFF
Editor. First Semester
Editor. Second Semi -
Day Student Editor
Feature Editor
..mi. First Sen i
.Mr. Second S
Sports Editor
Circulation Alanagei
Faculty Adviser
Eleanor Nance
Jean Howerton
Margaret Birk
Bonnie Osmundson
Ellen Oswald
Frances Giugliano
Marion Mulvena
Makv Jane Learned
Miss Martha Fisher
REPORTERS
Bettj Don Sweat, Virginia Hoak. Berniece Erwin, Mathilde ami Joan
Roberts. \ \m y H \rt. Sue Ri ssell, Hortense Forman. Florence Andrews.
I'.i i n ARTHt R
HYPHEN Jean HowertonEditor of Hyphen
Left to right—Miss Fisher (advis HOWERTON (second semester editor). Oswald. Nance (first semester editor).
Hl'rk. Osmundson, Learned. Mulvena
lull of news. '^'issi|). original editorials, jokes, and
coming events is the weekly newspaper, the Hyphen.
Each ycai the stall endeavors to maintain the standards
ol the preceding years by the matching wit ol a new
and capable staff.
[ean Howerton, ambitious and clever "child of the
newspaper world," is the editor ol this paper. She and
her energetic news messengers are lighting the flame of
life and activity on the W.-B. campus. Adviser Martha
Fisher directs them in the publication of the paper.
A wealth of intellect and originality are stored in the
quarterly editions of the Chimes, distinguishing it as
one of the "Greats" of the campus. "The Bronte's" and
"Browning's" of Ward-Belmont fill the pages with their
invaluable manuscripts which include both literary selec-
tions and poems.
After much deliberation by a group of well-qualified
critics, the best selections for publication are chosen. No-
where is there found an editor who has more successfully
combined talent and originality than our own "Dinky"
Lasseter. Lending her capable and constructive guidance
to this organization, Miss Martha Ordway and an ever-
faithful staff have given us the Chimes, a five-star publica-
tion.
Left to right, first rorc—Nichols, Martin. Massie, Baldwin. Second rote—Fessev, White. Bowen, Johnson, Lasseter (editor). Miss
Ordway (sponsor). Third row—Howerton, Burk, Adams, Mount, Caldwell
Louise Lasseter
Editor of Chimes
THE STAFF
Editor Louise Lasseter
Associate Editor -Vnn Johnson
Review Editor Margaret Hay
„ , _,., (Anne NicholsPoetry Editors J
( Neville Adams
Art Editor Adelaide Bowen
Exchange Editor Eleanor Nance
Business Manager Polly Fessey
Circulation Manager Berniece Erwin
Faculty Adviser Miss Martha Ordway
CHIMES
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OFFICERS
President PATH ANDERSON
Vice-President. Garnett Gavle
Mary Jane Learned
Treasurer. Peggy Arbuckle
General Manager Nancy' Hill
Assistant General Manager Emmie Jackson
ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
Patti Anderson
i&'ent, Athletic Association
Left in tight—Gawk VNDERSON t president). Glark, Mulvena. Latham. Lemley, Moerner. Guthrie, Arbuckle, Sherick
Spoils on the Ward-Belmont campus arc an important
highlight. I he W.-Ii. girls all take delight on the hockey
field, tennis court, riding ring, basketball floor, and base-
ball diamond. The dnljs battle for victory in all spoils,
and special days are held lor interclass competition. Zeal-
ous Patti Anderson managers the office of president, giving
every girl inspiration.
Miss Catherine E. Morrison, capable sponsor of this
organization, guides each girl efficiently, always with the
welfare of the girls as the basis of her direction.
Members regard this organization with high esteem;
and good sportsmanship, physical welfare, and fair play
arc embodied in the purpose of the Athletic Association.
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PH! THETA KAPPA
OFFICERS
President JUNE Ritchie
Vice-President Mary Emily Caldwell
Secretary Jean Donnell
Treasurer Alyce Moerner
Council Member Marjorie Myers
r c , (Miss Frances EwingCo-Sponsors J
/Miss Ellene Ransom
Left to right, first row—Buchanan, Moerner,
Ritchie (president), Bartlett, Johnson,
Sweat, Bowen
Second rote—White, Kinzly', Nicol, Foree,
Donnell, Brooker, Barnes, Lemley, Hay
Third row—M. WHITE, DlLLARD, Tandy, ;'
Hughes, Howerton, Miss Ransom, Dr.
Burk, Miss Ewing, Mr. Hogarth, Neal,
Caldwell, Bowers, Sykes, Lasseter
SPEECH DEPARTMENT
A chance to leave this everyday world and appear as
Juliet or Rosalind is given to all the girls in the Speech
Department.
Miss Catharine Winnia and Miss Mildred Howard
capably direct the study and practice of the fundamentals
of speech and stage production.
Some of this year's outstanding speakers were Sam
McMurry, Jane Joslin, Myra Holcombe, and Nancy Hart.
Jane Anne Craumer amused all with comic readings.
The Speech girls not only have a wonderful time
working together, but they also acquire the poise and
clear vocies so desired by everyone.
PHI THETA KAPPA
The installation of Delta Xi chapter of Phi Theta
Kappa was one of the highlights of the school year. Phi
Theta Kappa is the National Junior College Honorary
Scholastic Society. Capably led by President June Ritchie
the twenty-seven girls who comprise the organization have
ably fulfilled the threefold purpose of the organization—
to promote scholarship, to develop character, and to cul-
tivate friendships.
Miss Frances Ewing and Miss Ellene Ransom have
been valuable to the organization as sponsors.
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BETA CLUB
Organized as a fitting reward for those girls who
excel in leadership and scholarship, the Beta Club
is now the goal of every preparatory student.
The members meet once a month with their
congenial sponsor, Miss Janice Turnipseed, to dis-
cuss ways in which they can promote greater school
spirit. As one of the many such honorary societies
throughout the nation, this club is making its
place among the best.
OFFICERS
President HAZEL COCKRILL
Vice-President Mary Florence SHOFNER
Secretary Frances Johnston
Treasurer MARY WILLIAMS
Sponsor Miss Janice Turnipseed
BETA CLUB
Left to right, first row—HaGer, Anderson, Knox, Prichett;
second row—Watson. Cockrill (president), Elam, Hart,
Miss Turnipseed (sponsor), Shofner, Johnston, Sherick,
Gould, Macauley, Bailey
DANCE CLUB
The Dance Club was a new organization on
the campus this year, and under the guidance of
Miss Mary Elizabeth Delaney, sponsor, and Jean
Mohead, president, it became one of the most
active clubs.
The highlight of the club's activities for the
year was their Dance Tea in the gymnasium. Such
talented girls as Margaret Hay, Mary Weaver, and
Bessie Carson charmed their appreciative audience.
The club made a fine beginning and will surely
become one of the most popular organizations in
the future.
DANCE CLUB
Left to right, first row—Cleveland, Linebercer. Dalrymple,
Holcombe, Travis, Mohead (president), Diehl. Latham.
Starnes. Baldwin; second row—Crawford, Burk, Brown,
Lamb. Hay. Miss Delaney (sponsor). Weaver. Roberts.
Breidenbach. Davis, Stoops. Weber
SPANISH CLUB
"Si, senorita, y jcomo esta usted?" may be
heard as the members of the Spanish Club greet
one another. Under the leadership of their con-
genial sponsors, Miss Bess Pruitt and Mr. Thomas
Donner, these "senoritas" increase their knowledge
of Spanish culture. Singing Spanish songs and
listening to talks by Spanish-American inhabitants
arc often highlights of their programs.
OFFICERS
President Mary MARGARET NeaL
Viiel'resident JlCAN MOHEAD
Secretary Barbara and Cornelia Jones
Sponsors Miss Bess Pruitt and Mr. Thomas Donner
SPANISH CLUB
Left in right, first row—Parks, Doggett, Lanier. Amerine;
second row—Miss I'kiiii (sponsor), McCLUNG, I'atton.
MYERS, Oswald. FLEMING, Hess. Bell. Mr. Donxi r
I sponsor): third row—ROBERTS, MOERNER. BYARS. SHOWER-
MAN. N'EAL
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ART CLUB
The "Michelangelos" of Ward-Belmont find
their exponent in the Art Club, an organization
with its purpose to promote an active understand-
ing of art in everyday life as well as an aesthetic
appreciation of painting.
The sixty-eight Art Club members are capably
led by Louise Lasseter, under the guidance of Miss
Mary Wynne Shackelford.
For the benefit of the "patriotic painters" a
series of lectures and exhibits are sponsored by
Ward-Belmont annually. A fitting culmination to
a year's hard work is an art exhibit composed of
original studies by the art students.
OFFICERS
President Louise Lasseter
Vice-President Ann Johnson
Secretary Yvonne Sutherland
Treasurer Adelaide Bowen
Sponsor Miss Mary Wynne Shackelford
Members of the Art Club "pose" in Acklen Hall daring
the Fine Arts Festival
FRENCH CLUB
"Mais oui, mademoiselle"—no, this is not an
advertisement for perfume—it is the monthly meet-
ing of the French Club where an avid discussion
of France and its natives ensues.
There, too, is much chatter in French, much
talk of irregular verbs and idioms, for these "bonne
femmes" are intent upon perfecting their French
accents—the ultimate aim of every French student.
OFFICERS
President Mary Emily Caldwell
Vice-President Louan Smythe
Secretary Jane Lawrence
Hoarding Treasurer Cornelia Jones
Day Student Treasurer Roberta Brandon
Sponsors i Mlss Bertha Ruef
} Miss Janice Turnipseed
Left to right, first roiu—Fogerty, Elam. Sanders. Brooker.
Shofner." Hill, Caldwell. Massie. Second row — Miss
Turnipseed (sponsor), Johnston, Hart. Lawrence, Smythe,
Caldwell (president), Brandon, White, Miss Ruef, (spon-
sor). Third row — Bartlett, Bandy. Mulvena, Burk.
Howerton, Stoops, Hager
PENSTAFF CLUB
With an eye to perfecting their writing style the
members of the Penstaff Club meet twice a month.
A preparatory school club, its purpose is to stimu-
late an interest in creative writing among the high
school students. A typical meeting includes a dis-
cussion of pleasing and accurate phrasing as well
as the reading of poetry, essays, and stories com-
posed by the members.
Once a year the "Penstaffers" put away their
pens and leave their garrets to enjoy a picnic
where phrasing is forgotten and food and fun is
the immediate concern.
OFFICERS
President Minnie Carter Bailey
Vice-President Mary Florence Shofner
Secretary-Treasurer Jean Hager
Sponsor. MRS. Susan Souby
Left to right, first row — Hager, Adams, Seavey, Haile,
Dickinson, Johnston. Second row—Mrs. Souby (sponsor),
Warner, Anderson. Bailey (president), Gould. Kampmeier.
Third row—Stahl, Cleveland, Hart, Shofner. Brandon.
Fourth row—Bissell, Sharp, Baird
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PATI ENCE"
Sponsored by the Ward-Belmont Alumnae Association
and under the direction of Dean Alan Irwin of the Con-
servatory, the combined musical talent of Ward-Belmont
and Castle Heights Military Academy presented the Gilbert
and Sullivan comic opera, "Patience."
The proceeds from the performance were donated to
the American Red Cross.
Rebekah Orr. as "Lady Jane." wins the poet
sthetes of the lute nineteenth century predominate in this Gilbert and Sullivan product!
Fc
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The voices of the Ward-Belmont chorus blend harmoniously under the able direction of Mr. Daltc
GLEE CLUB
The members of the Glee Club blend their voices Sydney Dalton who devotes his knowledge and interest to
to establish their place as one of the most prominent promote in each girl a desire for betterment and an under-
organizations on the campus. The baton is held by Mr. standing and appreciation for the fine ails.
ORCHESTRA
With their aim to yield serious study and the experi- This year marked the thirtieth anniversary of the
ence which is necessary for skilled and exact execution. Ward-Belmont orchestra and the twenty-fifth year with
the orchestra members meet each Monday evening to Mr. Kenneth Rose as director. The orchestra is one of
laboriously pore over their crescendos and obligates, the oldest musical organizations in the South.
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This year marked the thirtieth anniversary of the orchestra, and the twenty-fifth year with Mr. Hose as director
CHOIR
Each Wednesday morning the vested choir takes
its place in the weekly devotional. These voices,
harmoniously blended, are an attractive and neces-
sary part for this traditional program. The excel-
lence of the chapel music and the interest and
talent which each girl develops repays Mr. Sydney
Dalton for his careful instruction and patient
service.
Our talented choir blend their voices in a call to worship
each Wednesday morning
SOUTHERN BELLES
This organization is a prominent tradition of
Ward-Belmont. It is a string ensemble of eight
of the most talented girls in school. Their colonial
dress and old southern air add color to the many
occasions at which they perform. Furnishing the
music for the ever-beautiful George Washington
processional, this talented group was a highlight
of the evening.
SOUTHERN BELLES
Left to right—Bartxett, Blythe, Kellogg, Fisher, Cannon,
J. Roberts, M. Roberts. Jones
CAPTIVATORS
When "Bart" gives the "downbeat" and the
strains of "I'm in the Mood for Love" are heard,
waltzers and jitterbugs crowd the dining hall floor
each Thursday evening. These evenings are eagerly
awaited by every girl. Barbara Jester lends her
melodious voice to warble a "Serenade in Blue."
Too, "Midge" Genet is not to receive less recogni-
tion for her version of "There Are Such Things."
A specialty this year was that never-to-be-forgotten
arrangement of "Massachusetts." Its listeners
crown this organization as one of the most popular
on the campus.
The Captivators, in costume, play for the Gay Nineties
Valentine party
Miss Salisbury supervises Theory Chi Bett\ Don and Hortense "lake if
INTERNATIONAL SINGERS
This colorlul group of singers provide much enter- Mildred Joy, Czechoslovakia; Ruth Ann Cook, Bohemia;
tainment throughout the year. It is composed of seven Doris Smotherman, Sweden; Hilma Seay, England; Judith
girls who represent seven different countries. They in- Mayo, Ireland. They are under the efficient direction of
dude: Martha Swisher, Holland; Betty Ruth Davis. Spain; Miss Maxinc Schlanbusch.
r-Eight
Left lo right—Smotherman, Swisher, Joy. Seay. Mayo, Davis, Cook
*
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Dean Irwin smiles approval
The piano lessoh
Ann Elizabeth and her golden harp
Catherine Dillard at the organ
Mrs. Malone accompanies Judith
'Listening in"
In the practice room
"Mickey" at the kcxs
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Left to right, first
COLLEGE HOCKEY VARSITY
>;<•—Petrie. Guthrie, Moerner, Ritchie. D. Bas
Brandon. White. Blrk. Downer. Clark
PREPARATORY HOCKEY VARSITY
Left in right, first row—Fort, Dickinson, Shockey, Youmans;
B. [enkins. Baxter, Stein, Warner
HOCKEY
The scoop, the Hick, the drive, the push, and
the dribble were all expertly demonstrated through-
out the exciting hockey season this year. Keen
competition, zeal, and thrills highlighted club and
class games.
"Hail Hockey!" was the password of the '42
Varsity, and skillful marksmanship was portrayed
with every shot by these celebrities: Dorothy Bass,
Roberta Brandon, Margaret Burk, Jane Clark,
Jimmy Creber, Virginia Downer, Ermin Guthrie,
Alyce Moerner, Mamie Petrie, and Sonia White.
A spectacular event of the season was the 0-0 tie
of the X. L.s and Angkors. Determination and
vigorous playing kept each team one jump from
final victory.
Most eagerly awaited activity of the fall season
is the annual Senior-Senior-Mid game. This game
personified vim, vigor, and vitality. But when the
struggle ended, it was the Seniors who topped the
clash with a 3-0 victory.
All fans and participants eagerly await the next
season when many more thrills will, no doubt, be in
store.
COLLEGE HOCKEY VARSITY
Dorothy Bass
Roberta Brandon
Margaret Burk
Jane Clark
Jimmy Creber
Virginia Downer
Ermin Guthrie
Alyce Moerner
Marnie Petrie
Sonia White
PREPARATORY HOCKEY VARSITY
Louise Fort
Maxie Dickinson
Shirley Shockey
Jane Youmans
Elizabeth Riordan
Barbara Jenkins
Betty Baxter
Dorothy Stein
Ellen Warner
Mary Jane Learned
ronil row—RIORDAN, Page Seventy-Two
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fo right, first roxv—HOLCOMBE, W'liBER; second row—J. ROBERTS, M. ROBERTS
third row—WEAVER
DANCING
A continuous "step, two, three, kick." or a
reasonable facsimile, can be heard in Miss Mary
Elizabeth Delaney's dance studio at almost any
time in the afternoon. There the ambitious be-
ginners devote their strength and energy to the
accomplishment of their one desire to achieve the
charm and perfection of such dance majors as
Margaret Hay and Mary Weaver.
These two "professionals" have been featured
in many dance programs; but the two most suc-
cessful were the recital, sponsored by the Dance
Club, and May Day. In each of these performances,
both dancers displayed the perfection of their art.
Above, hit in right—Diehl, Weaver, Hay Lineberger, Shew
I'uge Scvcnly-1-c
Belou . Irii h> right—Diehl, sin-w Left in right—Crawford, Shew, D. 15ass. Weaver, Hay
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TENNIS
With the beginning of tennis classes, the com-
petition for the tennis championship also began.
The lure of the silver cup brought many girls
out to the courts. Steady Ermin Guthrie and clever
Jean Roddey won for themselves semi-final honors.
Betty Sue Cover, Osiron, was victorious in the finals
over Elizabeth Foree, F. F., in a heated match.
Finalists—Foree and Cover
The spring doubles tournament was very suc-
cessful. Jean Roddey and Virginia Smith won out
over Roberta Brandon and Margaret Lemley to
take the doubles cup.
TENNIS VARSITY
Elizabeth Foree Roberta Brandon
Betty Sue Cover Margaret Lemley
Ermin Guthrie Virginia Smith
Jean Roddey
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Runners-Up—Guthrie and Roddey
Left to right—D. Bass, E. Guthrie Left to right—M. Richardson. Clark, Xeal, Juhan
"Janie" lakes the jump
RIDING
With a high-stepping horse and the wide open
spaces the W.-B. riders gallop away in "seventh
heaven." Officially opening the fall season the
Turf and Tanbark "troopers" sponsored the fall
horse show where enthusiasm, expert riding, and
sportsmanship highlighted the event. The Agoras
were the proud possessors of the riding cup.
The Osiron Club won the club challenge cup
at the twentieth annual Spring Riding Show which
was held on May 6 and 7. Mary Jane Learned
and Karin Larson were champion and reserve
champion individual riders of the show and were
awarded the Turf and Tanbark trophies.
Since entrance into the Turf and Tanbark Club
is on a competitive basis, rivalry is keen. Members
are selected for their riding excellence, interest, and
sportsmanship. Those who become the "chosen
few" are initiated at a Christmas dinner and party.
Hanging up their boots and spurs with a feeling of
regret, all horse lovers bid good-bye to Capers,
Lady Mary, Cigarette, and their other favorites
until another season.
OFFICERS
President Karin Larson
Secretary-Treasurer BETTY ARTHUR
Sponsor Miss Alice Mary Drew
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Left to right—Clinton, Mac.ki-y. Dr. I5urk
Tint anil Tanbark, left to right—Learned, Miss Drew (sponsor), Arthur. Larson (president), Sutherland. Mulvena
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL VARSITY
Left io right—Whttmore, Neal, Eichenlaub, Brandon. Guthrie
BASKETBALL
The winter gym schedule is always crowded
with line-ups and game-times. Enthusiastic backers
cheer for their own teams, and no game is lacking
in laughs and good times.
The Penta Taus shone the brightest with their
super team of Margie Eichenlaub, Mary Margaret
Neal, Shirley Julian, Dora Jane Temple, Lou.au
Smythe, and Betty Lamb, and walked away with
the cup. Competition was not lacking, however,
as the Triads battled them in the finals with such
players as Polly Fessey and Berniece Erwin.
Other outstanding players were Jimmy Creber,
Bess Hunt, Margery Nicol, and Mary Jane Learned.
COLLEGE VARSITY
Roberta Brandon
Margie Eichenlaub
Berniece Erwin
Ermin Guthrie
Mary Margaret Neal
Carolyn YVhitmore
PREPARATORY VARSITY
Betty Baxter Mary Jane Learned
Betty Ruth Davis Elizabeth Riordan
Emmie Jackson Dora Jane Temple
Edith Ann Young
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PREPARATORY BASKETBALL VARSITY
f.rft to right—Riordan. Temple. Learned, Davis
Roberta aims i from the balcony
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BOWLING VARSITY
Left in right—Parrish. Green. Brandon. Guthrie, Whitmore. Arthur
BOWLING
It you have heard sonic terrible noises that
sounded as if the building were caving in. they were
only the bowling beginners wielding those first few
balls. But whether the balls went straight or
curved, or whether the scores were high or low,
these ambitious "gals" kept striving for the perfect
form and accuracy of such "professionals" as Ermin
Guthrie, Roberta Brandon, and Betty Arthur.
As ahvays in the bowling tournament, there was
a "fight to the finish" for the trophy with the Tri
K's winning the honored award.
FIRST VARSITY
Betty Arthur
Roberta Brandon
Charlotte Green
Virginia Parrish
Carolyn Whitmore
Ermin Guthrie
SECOND VARSITY
Madlynn Anderson
Jimmy Creber
Bess Hunt
Gwen Jardine
Marion Mulvena
Anne White
Prizei and Lemley "let them no
Arthur in that pi rfect form The crowd looks or,
SWIMMING
Not one, but two awards were given at the
swimming meet this year—the cup for the Agora
Club and one hundred and two defense stamps for
Uncle Sam. Also deserving honors for their
ability and hard work were Betty Feuchtenberger,
who received a letter, and Mary Jane Learned and
Nancy Sherick.
Such swimming "stars" as Barbara Hess, Nancy
Burch, Margery Nicol, and Betty Arthur kept the
water busy, as they offered keen competition to
one another. But when the water was calm again
and the swimmers had all come up for air, Nancy
Burch was hailed as the "heroine" of the day for
being the high-point girl.
SWIMMING LETTERS
Nancy Burch Ilo Lorenz
Nancy Kellogg Mary Jane Learned
Betty Jane Feuchtenberger Nancy Sherick
LIFESAVING
Betty Baker
Martha Buskirk
Pauline Connor
Dorothea Diem
Myrtle Durham
Jean Howerton
Barbara Jenkins
Nancy Kellogg
Ilo Lorenz
Lucile McCaskill
Beverly Peebles
Patty Rolley
Adinf. Wallace
Lorenz and her swan dive
Page Eighty-On Is it wet, eirlst
Burch and Sherick leave Hie hoards
A nice one to left field
BASEBALL
"Ball three, strike two," was the call that caused
more than one tense moment during the Senior-
Senior-Mid baseball game. Shirley Juhan, Mary
Margaret Neal, Gwen Jardine, and Mathilde
Roberts gave their all for the Mids to overcome
their valiant older sisters, Margie Eichenlaub, Sam
McMurry. Jimmy Creber, and Ermin Guthrie.
ARCHERY
Taking careful aim straight at the bull's-eye,
Ward-Belmont cupids were dismayed when their
arrows somehow missed the mark. But practicing
the old proverb to "try, try again," Jane Gray
Knowles, Margery Nicol, Katherine Stearns, and
Margaret Burk soon became constant hitters around
that "cherished spot."
GOLF
A perfect ball straight down the fairway—that's
the aim of every golfer. The beginners strive
continually for this "ideal" drive; but such ad-
vanced students as Roberta Brandon, Bess Hunt.
Garnet t Gayle, and Marie Mount need only the
chance to demonstrate their perfected shots.
Teemstei heals Hamlin to first base
Page Eighty-Two
Stearns "scores" il Mrs. Newer/ smiles approval
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Left to right—Roberta Brandon (first lieutenant), Jimmy Creber (first lieutenant), Margaret Burk (second lieutenant), Jean Donnell (captain)
I V/ I D (Training Offered for Patriotic Service)
Elizabeth Foree, Second Lieutenant Page Eighty-Thr
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OFFICERS
President Virginia Hoak
Vice-President Julia Lineberger
Treasurer NEVILLE Adams
Secretary Winifred Marshall
Sergeant at Anns Fariss Parks
Sponsor Miss Lida Brown
Miss Lida Brown, sponsor
Virginia Hoak. President
agora
Mull ;
Martha Bo»
Tom Ikh
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Betty-May Arthur
|EAN Brown
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Patricia Baldwin Barbara Blythi
Pat Carter Pauline Connor H dy i>i nham
(etty Lee Hamilton Vlici Ieanne Haworth Barbara Hili
mm< i i i Durham Grace Fleming
Virginia Hoak Ann Elizabeth Jones
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Entering energetically and wholeheartedly
into every phase of school life are the Agoras—
thirty-two packages of personality—plus! In
unity there is strength and when these bundles
of enthusiasm are moving together, they are
a union that is hard to surpass.
No small package of exuberance and zeal is
"Binge" Hoak who combines her executive
ability as president with that of Miss Lida
Brown to put the club "out in front" in
campus activity.
Their laurels in the field of sports include
the riding cup and the swimming cup. But
then, how could they miss with such versatile
athletes as "Nicki" Nicol and Betty Arthur
out there "giving their all."
From this united organization, too, come
some of the campus' outstanding leaders.
Numbered among these are Alice Jeanne
Haworth, diminutive president of the Senior-
Middle Class; Fariss Parks, giving a southern
drawl to the Senior-Middle bank account;
fashionable Bonnie Osmundson, council mem-
ber; and "Nicki" Nicol, chapel proctor.
Talent is evident in large portions in the
club. For convincing proof hear Alice Jeanne
Haworth and Anne Massie make the piano
talk, Betty Don Sweat's pleasing voice, or
"Libby" Jones plucking the strings of the
harp. For added measure, study a bit of
Neville Adams' exquisite art work.
Popularity is one thing all the Agoras major
in, and judging from the record they have
made on the campus each one is deserving
of "A" in this trait.
rv Ox 0\ ,A, •Oa 0\
Jane Gray Knowles Julia Lineberger Eleanor McCali u.\r Winifred Marshall Anne Massie Margery Nicol
Bonnie Osmundson Fariss Parks Hilma Seay Jeter Starr Betty Don Sweat Martha Swisher
Marilyn Osborn
Marjorie Terry
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OFFICERS
President JANE ANNE CRAUMER
Vice-President, First Semester Peggy Arbuckle
Vice-President, Second Semester Romaine THORNBURY
Treasurer MARY MADGE C.ARR1GER
Secretary Doris Macauley
Sergeant at Arms Veda Breese
sponsor Miss Louisa Crockett
Jane Anne Craumer, President
Miss Louisa Crockett, sponsor
d. A*. •
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Bessie Carson
Miriam Hoovei
Elizabeth Cleveland Jane Stone Cleveland
jam Gordon Kj;an nancy Kellogg
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The year, 1943, has unscrolled a host of
memories tor every A. K.
There was the Saturday afternoon, rollick-
ing Shirley Shockey with that "do or die"
expression on her face, gripped the bat,
swung, connected, and with a mighty force
knocked one of the gym lights to a million
pieces! When lying blissfully in their own
luxurious little beds, many a one can dis-
tantly recall those early morning basketball
practices and wonder how she ever had the
strength in those bygone days to crawl
wearily out of bed at such a weird, dark hour.
The A. K.'s boast a variety of talent in
their ranks. Everyone knows and loves to
hear Dannie Welch play "by ear." Another
expert in the field of music is Nancy Kellogg
who plays the violin, both for Captivators
and The Southern Belles. Literary success
belongs to Elizabeth Bomar Cleveland and
Marie Mount. Bessie Carson enlivens any
gathering with her tap dancing, as well as
lively, sparkling personality.
"Jacey" Craumer, by her efficiency and
vivacity has been a most important factor in
the life of the A. K.'s this year. Miss Louisa
Crockett, sponsor, is hailed as the liveliest of
them all, ready for everything and anything,
with her good humor, kindness, and under-
standing.
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President Jane Lawrence
Vice-President Nancy Hill
Treasurer JEAN HAGER
Secretary .' Kathleen Hagan
Sergeant at Arms Jane Joslin
Sponsor Miss Frances Ewing
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No one can dispute the fact that this day
student club has all the a, b, c's of "what it
takes." With popular Jane Lawrence as presi-
dent and Miss Frances Ewing as sponsor, this
club was headed on the road to success from
the start.
And succeed is just what it did, winning co-
ownership of the hockey cup. Alyce Moerner,
Margaret Burk, and Sue Thompson gave their
all to receive this splendid award.
But not to be outdone about having to
share one trophy, these ambitious and ener-
getic "gals" walked off with exclusive right
to the scholarship cup. The credit belongs to
Alyce Moerner, a member of Hood and Gown,
Mary Florence Shofner, Betsy Anne Rowlett,
and Minnie Carter Bailey.
As if this were not enough to boast about,
the Angkors hail such leaders as: Frances
Johnston, a member of the high school
council; "Dinky" Lasseter, editor of the
Chimes and president of the Art Club; and
Anne Nichols and Margaret Burk, vice-presi-
dents, respectively, of those age-old rivals, the
Seniors and Senior-Mids.
Sensing the great part that the schoolgirl
may play in winning the war, these Angkors
are doing their part and are also encouraging
others to use their time and talents to help
win a lasting peace.
Jane Lawrence
Sara Lee Middleton
Jane Allen Smith
Sue Lester
Alyce Moerner
Phyllis Tandy'
Anne Lewis
Carolyn Morgan
Sue Thompson
Anne Nichols
Polly Trammell
Frances Ragland
Mary Ready Weaver
Betsy Anne Rowlett
Hallie Webster
Mary' F. Shofner
Mary Winn
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President, First Semester Jeanne Tillman
President, Second Semester Myra Holcombje
Vice-President, First Semester Pat Smith
Vice-President, Second Semester Pat Tillman
Treasurer Martha Cottingham
Secretary PEGGY Freeman
Sergeant at Arms Mary Clarke Webster
Sponsor Mrs. Helen King Fidlar
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Sincere friendliness and a hearty smile
await each visitor in the Anti-Pandora house.
This spacious clubhouse is ruled by petite
"Bunny" Holcombe, and by her side stands
charming Mrs. Helen King Fidlar.
The members are "lull to the brim" with
every characteristic desirable in a schoolmate
and friend. Their purpose is to perpetuate
loyalty and respect for their alma mater and
together they strive unceasingly to this end.
Intellect and a wit galore come in no less
quantity than bushels: "Suzy" Gould, a com-
bination of a mischief maker and a modified
brain trust; Pat Tillman, a master of dry wit
and subtlety; Peggy Freeman, a "to be con-
temporary of Einstein" plus a voice intended
to croon "Blues in the Night"; and "Barb"
Richardson, a friend to all, which was proven
when she was voted the ideal Ant-Pan.
Pat Smith, of the dancing devilish blue eyes,
adds her no small bit in the swimming pool,
being a star on the senior water polo team.
Riordan and Feemster hold forth admirably
on any basketball court. "Bev" Crawford, of
the golden tresses, is known by all for her
dancing toes. Striking Jeanne Tillman, with
the twist of the wrist, could change her name
to Powers.
These girls who are filled with so great an
amount of versatility work together to bring
honor and recognition to their club.
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Jeanne Tillman
Barbara Richardson
Pat Tillman
Elizabeth Riordan
Marilyn Turnbull
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Betty Joyce Smith
Mary Clarke Webster
Pat Smith
Emily Wilson
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Vice-President \lice Hart
Treasurer JANE Youmans
Secretary ELLA Sykes
Sergeant at Arms ANN CORE
Sponsor MISS LOUISE Pyke
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To be pretty and capable at the same time
is a "hard bill to fill," but that's just what
Margaret Hay does as she calls the meetings
to order for the Aristons. Assisting her is
the sponsor, Miss Louise Pyke, whose con-
genial and friendly nature surrounds her with
a circle of numerous friends.
"Just about popping the buttons off their
vests" were the members of this day student
club when they heard what a close second
they had run in the scholarship contest. Mary
Emily Caldwell, a member of Hood and Gown,
Alice Hart, Ella Sykes, and Margaret Hay were
the main reasons for such a high percentage.
In hockey, basketball, and bowling one
could always find "Dotty" Green, Jane You-
mans, and Patti Anderson ready to "live or
die" for the glory of their team.
Outside of club activities Mary Emily Cald-
well and Patti Anderson brought fame to the
Ariston banner with their offices of treasurer
of the Senior-Mid class and president of the
Athletic Association, respectively.
Realizing the great benefits that they are
receiving from this school, the Aristons are
giving even more, so that its advantages may
be perpetuated.
Holly Haselton
Martha Jenkins
Doris A. Smotherman
Jeanne Jakes
Barbara Johnson
Ella Sykes
Mary Elaine Jones Hallie Decker Martin Dorothy Ann Ould Juanita Reeves
Kitty Vincent Connie Williams Mary Williams Bobbette Wolfe
Catherine Seward
Jane Youmans
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Treasurer JEAN DONNELL
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Delving into every campus project plunge
the dynamic Del Vers! Charming, brunette
"Jackie" Higgins occupies the presidential
seat, and Miss Olive White is their ever-loyal
sponsor.
These Del Vers range from athletes to
intellects with charm and beauty falling be-
tween. During the baseball season, the spec-
tators witnessed a striking combination: "Kat"
Stearns, pitcher, and Nancy Breithaupt,
catcher. Playing first base magnificently and
chalking up the runs was Lorraine Perdue.
•Such beauty and charm as only Sudie Nelms
and Betty Greer possess are found among
these thirty; while Jean Donnell, Phi Theta
Kappa and Hood and Gown member, reigns
"Queen Intellect." Finding her place in
this group of intellects also is Tennessean
Jeanne Rogers. Blonde Sue Williams will
ever be remembered for her stateliness and
"blonde locks."
These Del Vers strive constantly to reach
a "new high" in progress, and prosperity and
success will surely be their reward.
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Edna Jane Travis
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Combining beauty and brains with versa-
tility, this day student club is strictly "on the
beam." Charming Adelaide Bowen wields
the gavel as the perfect president, and Miss
Louise Saunders is a sponsor who is loved
by every girl for her sympathetic understand-
ing and sincere loyalty to the club.
Not unduly proud are the Eccowasins of
such outstanding leaders as: Anne White, day
student proctor; "Dot" Kinzly, vice-president
of the Day Student Council; Wilraa Latham, a
member of the Athletic Association; Hazel
Cockrill, president of the Beta Club; and
"Judy" Brandon, who calls the meetings of
the Junior-Middle Class to order.
Bringing glory to the green and white in
the field of athletics in spite of risking skinned
knees and bruised arms, are those illustrious
stars, Bess Hunt, Emma Cain, Jean Woodring,
and Renita Rogers.
This year was no exception for the usual
high scholastic standing of this club. Anne
White, Ann Johnson, Adelaide Bowen, and
"Dot" Kinzly "burned the midnight oil" for
those "hard-to-get and hard-to-hold" A's.
Filled to overflowing with school spirit and
loyalty, the Eccowasins take their stand in
the front ranks as leaders, ready to support
their alma mater in any undertaking.
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"Standing always together" in leadership,
scholarship, and character those talented
F. F.'s live up to their name of "Friendly
Forty." With sparkling, attractive "Tib"
Foree, Phi Theta Kappa, as their president
and gracious Miss Bertha Ruef as sponsor
how could they be otherwise?
Sam McMurry, member of Hood and Gown,
first semester president of Student Council,
and with a finger always in some theatrical
pie; Mary Jane Learned, hockey, basketball,
swimming, baseball, tennis star; brainy, witty
"Miss Nance," first semester editor of the
Hyphen—these are acclaimed by their "dear
F. F. sisters" as well as by classmates.
Managing to keep journalistic honors within
the club, Jean Howerton, Phi Theta Kappa,
succeeded Eleanor Nance as editor of the
Hyphen, second semester. Long-limbed curly-
headed Barbara Hess, by placing third in the
swimming meet, helped to grab off position
of runner-up for the club in that sport.
Wise "Fran" Giugliano, Hyphen news edi-
tor, effervescent "Winky" Andrews, Hyphen
cartoonist and forever buzzing from one deco-
rations committee to another, and sweet Susan
Eblen, vice-president of Council, are more
honor reflectors.
This patriotic club has devoted many
Wednesday evenings to rolling bandages. You
don't often find a group of girls so cooperative,
so willing, intelligent, and infested with club
spirit.
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Here they come, those Osiron Owls, ready
to take on all comers. In scholastics, athletics,
social activity there is no stopping them. Led
by exotic "Viki" Davison, coupled with the
intense understanding of Miss Frances Falvey,
this organization presents an invincible front.
Storming the athletic field, the "Sirens"
present a combination hard to beat. Through
the smooth stroking of Betty Sue Cover, the
Osirons carried away the Tennis Cup.
Whether it be in hockey, baseball, or basket-
ball, one is sure to find Ermin Guthrie, Ann
Hirth, and Betty Ruth Davis fighting and
playing to their utmost. In the riding ring
one can always find Karin Larson or Ann
Bissell putting the horses through their paces.
Flashing through the water with excellent
form is Garnett Gayle, a one-man whirlwind.
Chucked full of executive ability is Betty
Jackson, proctor of Senior Hall first semester
and president of Student Council second
semester. Trustworthy, capable Becky Watson
held her own scholastically while performing
her duty as Preparatory Council President the
first semester.
Nor is glamour lacking. Petite, exuberant
"Dottie" Webster would turn any heart—and
who could resist the charms of "Viki" Davison?
Yes, pulling together the energetic Osirons
form a front invincible—a club victorious in
anything they start.
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Loyalty, fervor, and friendliness find their
exponent in these zealous Penta Tau's! Ver-
satile Mary Margaret Neal, a rare combination
of a baby brain trust and an exuberant per-
sonality, wields the gavel over the P. T.'s.
Mrs. Camilla Newerf, endeavoring to ever
augment praise and recognition for this club,
is their vivacious sponsor. Behind the presi-
dent and sponsor stands each member, striv-
ing to uphold the ideals and standards of her
organization.
Those who have won fame for their club
and themselves on the hockey field are: Sonia
White, Virginia Downer, Jane Clark, Margie
Eichenlaub, Shirley Juhan, Dora Jane
Temple, and Betly Lamb. On the basketball
court that famous trio of forwards, "Eich,"
"John," and "Curly," shot just the right
amount of baskets to become the proud pos-
sessors of the shining cup.
And there are those P. T. lassies who
effervesce with personality. Among these are
jubilant "Louie" Smythe, "Pattie" fefferds.
Sherry Ames, and "Midge" Genet, songbird of
the campus.
Thus it is no wonder that the Penta Tau's,
with their never ceasing effort to cooperate
and uphold the ideals of the school, have be-
come well-known on the Ward-Belmont
campus.
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President. First Semester JOSEPHINE ElCHELBERGER
President. Second Semester . Ann HARRIS
Vice-President, First Semester \NN Harris
Vice-President, Second Semester Betty Black
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Secretary Mary Gray
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Anyone entering clubhouse number two in
club village is certain of a hale and hearty
welcome, for here the T. C.'s work and play.
Bound together by a loyalty and friendliness
that is unsurpassed, these girls strive toward
one goal—the maintenance of the high ideals
of both their club and their school. Proof of
this cooperative spirit and unity of purpose is
their deserving possession of the Citizenship
Cup.
Representative of T. C. quality is lovable
Ann Harris who combines her energetic per-
sonality with Miss Margaret Newhall's quiet
understanding to put the Twentieth Century
Club "on top."
But keeping her club "on top" is the recog-
nized responsibility of each girl, and through
the excellence and capability of each member
this standing has long been maintained. Rep-
resentative of T. C. activity on the campus
are June Ritchie, president of Phi Theta
Kappa and president of Y. W. C. A.; Nancy
Sherick, who is a one-man swimming team
and proctor of Heron Hall; the Jones twins
who are always out there fighting in any
sport for the honor of the purple and white;
petite Mary Gray who capably managed the
gala Senior-Senior-Middle banquet; Jody Eich-
elberger, who adds distinguished glamour to a
well-rounded club.
So parades the Twentieth Century Club,
a galaxy of exuberant activity, a club "on top"
because of the insatiable spirit of its members.
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The Triads proudly boast of prexy Berniece
Erwin as one of the best leaders ever and
sponsor Mrs. Margaret Hall as ready and
willing to help them in all their undertakings.
In order not to fail such leadership, these
girls spent many an hour in hard work so
that they could "rise and shine." And shine
they did, advancing along that rocky road to
the finals in both basketball and bowling.
Roberta Brandon, Emmie Jackson, Betty
Jamison, and Polly Fessey led their fellow
players in the good work.
Carrying high the torch of scholarship for
the glory of the club are such honor students
as Margaret Lemley and Catherine Dillard.
They are both members of Hood and Gown.
In other fields of school activities this day
student club is represented by Berniece Erwin,
a member of the Chimes staff; Roberta Bran-
don, president of Day Student Council; and
Polly Fessey, treasurer of the Senior Class and
business manager of the Chimes.
Possessing not only club loyalty but also a
love for their school and all that it stands for,
these Triads have made their place as leaders
and strong supporters of every school activity.
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Vice-President Bette Browne Attridge
Treasurer NANCY HART
Secretary Mary Annie Jenkins
Sergeant at Arms BETTY WHEELOCK
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Through the portals of the Tri K Club pass
a bevy of fun-loving, friendly belles known
as the Kubla Khan girls. "Many working as
one" is an appropriate motto, for the girls are
just that—united in purpose and deed. Yet
we're you to delve into the daily routine of
each Tri K, you would find every branch of
school activity represented, presenting a com-
plete picture of Ward-Belmont life in minia-
ture.
Capably presiding over this microscopic
view of W.-B. is zealous "Lulu" Starnes, aided
by the devoted efficiency of Miss Catherine
E. Morrison.
Among those evidencing executive ability
are all-round Jimmy Creber, who wields the
gavel over the Senior Class; "Caro" Whitmore,
treasurer of the Senior Class; and "Gerry"
Young, proctor of Founders Hall.
Strolling through the music department at
any time of day, one is likely to find Barbara
Jester diligently running her scales; or passing
by the Speech Studio, hear orations from
Gwen Jardine or Ramona Cooke.
As athletics is one of the main branches of
Ward-Belmont activity, it plays a very prom-
inent part in the lives of the girls in this
miniature W.-B. In every line of sports the
girls are out there "to do or die" for the black
and white. Possession of the bowling cup is
not their only claim to fame in the world of
sports. For further proof witness "Foo" in
some of her dives, Charlotte Greene "striking"
her way to fame, Lucy McCalley agilely han-
dling that hockey stick, or Bette Browne slug-
ging 'em out to center field.
United in one consolidated body, their one
purpose is to bring honor to their club and
to uphold the standards of their school.
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Vice-President BEVERLY KOBEL
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They are all that way—friendly, vivacious,
sparkling, on the go! Of course, you guessed
it, the X. L.'s.
Sitting in a saddle as well as in the presi-
dent's chair is Yvonne Sutherland, that girl
who hails from "deep in the heart of Texas."
The club is boosted by its scintillating Ken-
tucky sponsor, Miss Mildred Howard.
Even in George Washington's wig you could
recognize that friendly smile of "Rusty" Crane,
the redhead who keeps the X. L.'s books
straight. And she is also a whiz at basketball
and hockey.
Petite "Dee Dee" Diem with her voice
like a nightingale sings good cheer to everyone.
"Jackie" Farwell looked the perfect King
of Hearts when she reigned over the Valentine
festivities.
Showing special athletic ability are Betty
Baxter and "Dottie" Bass who are always
pushing the ball around in hockey games,
while Jean Roddey is usually slamming the
ball about on the tennis court.
Being sports editor of the Hyphen and
tennis manager of the Athletic Association
keep Marion Mulvena pretty busy, but she
finds time to be bowling manager of the club
and one of the team's leading bowlers.
The Student Council claims Shirley Bart-
lett as one of its members. "Bart" with her
magic violin also leads the campus orchestra,
"The Captivators."
There is always a welcome sign on the
threshold of the X. L. Club; so come one,
come all, and you will be greeted with a
hearty "hello" by every member of the club.
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Friday dawns bright with an air of eager an-
ticipation. Suddenly Senior Hall is swarming
with a multitude of mysteriously clad figures. It
is Fag D.i\ and the new girls, bedecked in their
Fag Da\ finery, have come to pay their "respects"
to the Seniors.
A. K. jeeps ""beep" as F. F. bathing beauties
run bv. Braying Tri K donkeys "heehaw"
through the hall with their tails wagging and
ears Hopping. X. L. babies gurgle with glee.
"Now 1 am an X. L. baby; soon I'll be an X. L.
lady." Pixies, sailors, and nondescript animals
scamper across the campus. However, the lags
are soon busy making beds, washing mirrors.
writing letters, and doing other odd jobs desig-
nated bv the old girls.
At the sound of the breakfast bell the revelry
Ides to the dining room where the fags cluster
around the old girls* feet to be fed at their big
sisters' will. But the bruised knees, accumulated
through a day of "bowing down" to the old girls.
arc only a sign of one more Fag Dav spent in the
traditional way. Anticipating formal initiation
Saturday, the tired and weary fags all agree that
the dav is well worth-while.
T. C. jags "breakfast" on floor
FAG DAY
Hundred Sixteen
Class Recognition
DAY
Tlw letters of Ward-Belmont are formed
I WWW
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One of the most beautiful and impressive cere-
monies at Ward-Belmont is held on Class Recog-
nition Day. A fitting climax to Senior Week, it
serves to unite the six classes in a renewal of
their allegiance to the school.
As the procession moves from historic Aclden
Hall to stately Blanton Academic Building, each
class is grouped behind its banner, wearing some
suggestion of its individual colors. In front of
the academic building the students assemble for
Miss Mary Rachel Norris' inspiring message
which encourages them to increase their already
deep loyalty and true devotion to the school.
The presentation of the letters of WARD
:
BELMONT to representatives of each class and
organization creates a new sense of responsibility
in upholding the standards and traditions of
the school.
Doubtless the most important feature of this
occasion is the pledge given by the entire student
body: "To transmit this school not less, but
greater, better, and more beautiful than it was
transmitted to us."
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"Rusty" Crane and June Ritchie reign over the Seniors for
the annual Washington'! Birthday Celebration
February 22—and once again Acklen Hall takes on the air of an eighteenth century drawing
room in honor o! George Washington's Birthday. The present lades into the "buckled-shoe"
days ol the past; hoop skills and powdered wigs replace the usual "sloppy joe's" and saddle shoes.
With a musical background ol violins and harp, the seniors, decked in their colonial finery,
descended the circular stairway followed by the dignitaries of the evening, Martha and George.
Elected to the honor. "Rusty" Crane made a stately George, and June Ritchie, a dainty Martha.
Following the dinner in their honor, the colonial couples climaxed the evening with the tradi-
tional minuet, led bj Martha and George.
WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY
. Hundred Eight
BIRTHDAY DINNER
"Miss Belle Ward accepts with pleasure the kind invitation
. .
." and thus Miss Belle Ward accepts an invitation tor sure
pleasure and one of the most impressive experiences of her
W.-B. days. For this can only mean that she is to be feted by
President and Mrs. Burk at one of the monthly birthday dinners.
Formally attired, she is met in Acklen Hall by her gracious host and hostess. From there
the party proceeds to the dining room. Many are the exclamations of delight as the girls
behold the exquisitely decorated table—a patriotic theme complete with flags, boats, and
sailors.
And what could be a more welcome birthday gift to a girl than a delicious meal of
turkey and trimmings, topped off with patriotically designed ice cream cake.
The dinner over, Miss Belle Ward rushes back to her hall to relate to her roommate
all the details of a "happy evening."
Around a patriotic setting llie girls enjoy a "happy birthday" dinne
Pn.se One Hundred Nineteen
SENIOR-SENIOR
The "fateful day." April 16, dawned to find the tombstones of the Senior-
Mid players on a grassy spot between Hail and Senior Halls and also to
find a Senior girl, who had stayed up all night decorating, sleeping peacefully
in the swing! The parade was begun by the Senior-Mids who wanted "to mow
the Seniors down." The Spirit of 7(> and the Spirit of '43, together with the
Statue of Liberty, expressed the idea of the Seniors.
On the baseball diamond the Mids defeated the Seniors in a close, exciting
game. The archery was also won by the Middles, but the Seniors took two of
-MIDDLE EVENTS
the three tennis matches. The Senior-Mids swam to victory in the water-polo
game.
As a climax to the day's activities, the Senior-Mids were awarded the coveted
cup by a margin of two and a hall points.
Another high point of the two classes' activities was the traditional banquet.
Amidst Oriental decorations, the High Sultan of Persia (Shirley Juhan) invited
the Seniors to enjoy a Night in Arabia. The Sultan of Samarcan (Alice Jeanne
Haworth) welcomed the Seniors led by the King of Tartary (Jimmy Creber).
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-.. On, Hundred Twenty-Two
Fashionable
"JULIE" LINEBERGER
%ST»*
Generous
BETTY DON SWEAT
Humorous
"CARO" WHITMORE
Intellectual
MARY EMILY CALDWELL
Jolly
POLLY BASS
Kind
MARY GRAY
c/f & C Cen e^s^
Loyal
BEtTY JACKSON
Original
"RUSTY" CRANE
Magnetic
JIMMY CREBER
Petite
"BUNNY" HOLCOMBE
Natural
SONIA WHITE
O iteenly
BONNIE OSMUNDSON
Reliable
JEAN DONNELL
Sincere
JUNE RITCHIE
Talented
SHIRLEY BARTLETT
<rf & C Cen e^s^
-te^e
l Understanding
JANE CLARK
Xecutive
ANNE MASSIE
Versatile
MARY MARGARET NEAL
Youthful
BETTY ARTHUR
Winning
"LULU" STARNES
Zealous
"SUZIE" GOULD
^/na/me £icAen£au$-
MAY
On the green of the beautiful South lawn
Ward-Belmont again presented its colorful
May Day for the approval of the hundreds
of visitors. In the fading twilight the multi-
colored costumes of pink, blue, orchid, and
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green blended together highlighting the festivity
of the glorious day. Following the procession
came Her Majesty, Queen Margie Eichenlaub.
accompanied by her attendants, Bonnie Os-
mundson, college maid, and Hannah Slabosky,
DAY
preparatory maid, in her royal coach drawn by
two white horses.
The crowning of the queen was the signal
for the merriment to begin and before en-
raptured eyes the joys of springtime and the
May Pole dance unfolded. A fitting finale
to a triumphant day was the spirit of patriotism
as interpreted through the dance and a parade
and retreat by the uniformed TOPS.
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1/ke JI4ay Queen,
/colleoe maid -JZomue OamouioUotv
PREPARATORY SCHOOL MAID -jWoMMaA
tately procession to Acklen Hall
GRADUATION
Two by two the Seniors of 1943 marched up the walk
from Blanton Academic Building to Acklen Hall. As
they walked in stately procession, for the last time as
students ol Ward-Belmont, their hearts were filled with
the sadness of farewell—farewell to the college and to the
friends that they had come to love. But this sadness was
overridden by pleasant memories of parties, picnics,
dances, and the other activities that had brought these
girls (loser together in never-to-be-forgotten friendships,
one ol the greatest oilts Ward-Belmont bestows on her
daughters.
As she received her diploma, each graduate realized
that she possessed a treasured gilt. She felt a new sense
of pride for her associates, her teachers, and most of all
for her school and the high standing that it has always
maintained.
When the 1943 Senior graduated, she realized that
she had left Ward-Belmont as a student forever; but she
knew that the gifts of poise, charm, grace, and knowledge
that it had bestowed on her would be with her throughout
the years to come.
STEP SINGING
Step Singing is one ol the traditions that every Ward-
Belmoni graduate will remember. Then, perhaps as at
no other time, does she feel as deeply a sense ol loyalty
and devoi ion to hei school.
Before the stately pillars ol Academic Building the
I'ntir One Hundred Thirt)
Seniors, some with tear-filled eyes, take their places to sing
a last farewell to their school and their friends, while the
chimes softly play "The Bells of Ward-Belmont."
The Senior-Middles then take their places to express
their tributes and farewells to their older sisters.
MdeAtcmed- ^Hxindhxst.'6,
Mrs. Jackson counts the flock
A plunge in the dark
Smile, pretty
Saturday night
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Here to stay
Afternoon siesta
The new Tri K's get the "bear hug
Jiving Jester
-L-:ii,
munik
*
i
You don't believe it, do you?
W.-B.'s finest
President oversees
Watchdogs
Half-baked
At ease
Camera shy?
Gas rationing?
Greetings, Gates
"The pause that refreshes"
Heron takes the night again
/•«:.'. Ont Hundred I
Lillian marks one up
"Laboramus"
Pauline's night life
A peep at the jeep
Doubled, redoubled, and vulnerable
Hold your heart
Swing along with the Coast Guard
Posing
TOPS doing their bit
W. B. J. C. on the air
What's cookin'?
Pitc? (>nr. Hundred Thirty-Six
"Hats off to beauty"
Where's Irish?
Fix it pretty, Mattie
Today she is a Senior
The racqueteers
How many lumps?
Dracula
The night before
Please return your proofs
Souffles
Duck, pin boys
£ncMi&mt4,
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A King and Queen for a day
The Sirens of Osiron
"Miss Nance" fries an egg
A Chinese forum
It does snow here
Infirmary blues
Portals of recreation
They've got the "riding habit"
Term papers call
House mothers
Mu&di&mi
Congratulations, Ermin
Lady Dill calls
You did it, too
Talcing it easy
•'*
-
Does Charlie know?
"Tib" looks happy
Bessie looking it over
What? . . . Candy
Bull session
Been eating again?
Where did you get it, Clark?
Ain't it sad . . .
Just looking
Chest of dynamite
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Spirit of 76
Did you say sleep?
Morning after
Church is out
The WAVES honor us with Lt. Rich
Belles entertain cadets
Coming or going?
Propaganda
Bag and baggage
Comfy, "J. C"?
Miledhm&l Swj&bkotd,
SENIOR ADDRESSES
Adams, Neville 315 Cole St., Logan, W. Va.
Anderson, Madlynn Glen Eden Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Anderson, Nancy Shepard Place, Nashville, Tenn.
Anderson, Patricia Hampton Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Arbuckle, Peggy 3417 Whittier St., San Diego, Calif.
Attridge, Bette Browne 1723 Crestwood Dr., Chattanooga, Tenn.
Bowen, Adelaide 2618 Essex Place, Nashville, Tenn.
Brandon, Roberta 1 103 Eighteenth Ave., S., Nashville, Tenn.
Carriger, Mary Madge 2942 S. Detroit, Tulsa, Okla.
Carson, Bessie 8922 W. Boulevard, Birmingham, Ala.
Conn, Josephine 2112 Belmont Blvd., Nashville, Tenn.
Coimnor, Pauline 605 Mayes Place, Columbia, Tenn.
Cook, Dorothy 312 Twelfth Ave., Huntington, W. Va.
Core, Anne Stokes Lane. Nashville, Tenn.
Covington, Marjorie Woodmont Blvd., Nashville, Tenn.
Crane, Rosslyn 621 Steele Ave.. Chandler, Okla.
Craumer, Jane Anne .. 1 148 Reading Blvd., Wyomissing, Penna.
Crawford, Beverly 2207 E. Eighteenth St., Tulsa, Okla.
Creber. Jimmy 1011 Walnut St., Columbia, Mo.
Davis, Barbara 2127 Fourteenth St., S.. St. Petersburg, Fla.
Davison. Patricia 990 Fairfax, Birmingham, Mich.
Diem, Dorothea 2204 E. Twenty-Second Place, Tulsa, Okla.
Donnell, Jean 212 Alta Vista Ave., Waterloo, Iowa
Dorsey, Elizabeth 223 S. Main St., Henderson, Ky.
Downer, Virginia 435 Lodge Dr., Detroit, Mich.
Eblen, Susan 425 South Elm St., Henderson, Ky.
Eichelberger, Josephine 424 Orange Ave., Eustis, Fla.
Eichenlaub, Margie 1082 Springdale Road, Atlanta, Ga.
Erwin, Berniece Helena Court Apts., Nashville, Tenn.
Farwell, Jacqueline 3364 Knight St., Jacksonville, Fla.
Fessey, Polly Jefferson Apts.. Nashville, Tenn.
Feuchtenberger. Betty Jane 1423 Whitehorn St.. Bluefield, W. Va.
Foree, Catherine Ingleside Ave., Athens, Tenn.
Foree, Elizabeth Ingleside Ave.. Athens, Tenn.
Gayle, GARNETT 1710 Bon Air Drive, Lexington, Ky.
Genet, Mildred 915 Garden St., Charleston, W. Va.
Grear, Dorothy 921 Heard Ave., Augusta, Ga.
Greer, Betty 21 Nakomis Circle, Knoxville, Tenn.
Guthrie, Ermin Shelbyville, Ky.
Hanover, Bette Joan Belle Meade Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Harris, Ann 50 Elm St., Monroe, Mich.
HAY, MARGARET 3303 Orleans Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Hecht, Miriam Woodlawn Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Higgins. Jacquelyn 166 Capitol Ave.. N. E.. Battle Creek, Mich.
Hill, Nancy Deer Park Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Hoak, Virginia 4300 Grand Ave., Des Moines, Iowa
Hudson, Leslie 1011 North Main, Carrollton, Mo.
Hughes, Sara Beth 825 Cherokee Ave., Bartlesville, Okla.
Hunt, Bess Observatory Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Hutchens, Sarah Greenwood Drive, High Point, N. C.
Jackson, Betty Spalding Ave., Lebanon, Ky.
Jacobs, Sallie Bridgeport, Ala.
Jefferds, Caroline 1521 Quarrier St., Charleston. W. Va.
Jenkins, Mary Annie Midland. Ga.
Johnson, Ann C-2 Washington Apts., Nashville, Tenn.
Jones, Barbara Camp Livingston, La.
Jones, Cornelia Camp Livingston, La.
Joslin. Jane 2110 Westwood Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Kinzly, Dorothy
: Leake Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Kobel, Mary Beverly 2313 Boston Ave., Muskogee, Okla.
Lasseter. Louise 2809 Hillside Drive, Nashville, Tenn.
Latham, Wilma 319 Harvard Ave.. Nashville, Tenn.
Lawrence, Jane Deer Park Circle, Nashville, Tenn.
Lemley, Margaret 1102 Overton St., Old Hickory. Tenn.
Long. Dewitt 2532 West Ashwood, Nashville, Tenn.
McMurry. Sam 621 Dixie, Cookeville. Tenn.
Marable, Nancy Ashland City, Tenn
Martin, Louise Aberdeen, N. C.
Moerner. Alyce 2618 Barton Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Morton, Sarah • Hampton Ave., Nashville, Tenn.
Mulvena, Marion 400 Chisholm St., Alpena, Mich.
Nance, Eleanor South Valley St.. Collinsville, Ala.
Nelms, Sudie Ripley, Miss.
Nichols, Anne 1804 Cedar Lane, Nashville. Tenn.
Osmundson, Bonnie 1603 Willis Ave., Perry, Iowa
Palmer, Rose 707 Montgomery Ave., Sheffield, Ala.
Ritchie, June Ravenswood, W. Va.
Sheetz, Beverly 410 Edgedale Drive, High Point, N. C.
Shew, Virginia 416 S. Third St.. Clinton, Ind.
Smith, Pat 553 S. Seigel St., Decatur, 111.
STARNES, Lucile 3218 Country Club Rd.. Birmingham, Ala.
Sutherland, Yvonne 3674 Chevy Chase, Houston, Texas
Sweat, Betty Don 1325 Taylor St.. Corinth, Miss.
Tillman, Jeanne 2039 Wildwoo'd Blvd., Toledo, Ohio
Vincent, Kitty 2302 Tenth Ave., S., Nashville, Tenn.
Wheelock, Betty 1320 W. Third Ave., Corsicana, Texas
White, Sonia Grosse He, Mich.
Whitmore, Carolyn 615 Grant Ave., Ft. Leavenworth. Kans.
Wolfe, Bobbette 3901 Harding Rd., Nashville. Tenn.
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Abbott. Jeanne £
Adams. Comfort IC
Adams, karin 38. HI
Adams. No ilk- 2S, S
Agree. Marjorie 5S, S
Akers. Frances 28, £
Allen. Clare £
Allen. Margot 1C
Allison. Miss Annie C 1
Imerine, Mary IC
Ames. Sherrv 3S, IC
Anderson. Joan 38, £
Anderson. Madlvnn 28, £
Anderson. Patricia 28, 58, £
Andrews, Elsie Mav £
Andrews, Florence If
ArbucMe, Peggy 28, t
Vrthur. Betty-May 86, 15
Atlridgc. Betle Browne 29, 1
1
Attwood, Sue IC
Bailey, Minnie Carter 38,
Baird. Martha
Baker. Bettv 39, 1
Baker. Jessie
Baldwin. Patricia
Bandv. lane 39,
Barber. Lucilc 1
Bard. Man Louise 1
Barnes. Bettv
Barnes. Helen Jo 1
Bartlctt. Shirlcv 112, 1
Bass. Dorolhv 1
Ba«. Marilyn
Bass. Pollv 112.1
Baxter. Bettv 38, 1
Bealtie. Frances 38,
Beckclhvmer. Veronica
Bell. Emma Jean
Bennett. Nancv 1
Bishop. Bctsv
Bissell. Ann 1
Bissell. Clair 1
Black. Bettv 1
Blair. Martha
Bl\ the. Barbara
Borneman. Martha 38,
Bowen, Adelaide 29,
Bowen, Eddine
JaneBowe
Bowe
Bowers, Kathrvn
Brackinreed. Miss Verna
Brandon, Judith 38
Brandon. Roberta 28, 53,
Breese. Veda
Breidenbach, Ruth
Breithaupt. Nancy
Britain. Frances
Brill. Marv Buckner 39
Brooker. Betty
Brown, Jean 39
Broun. Miss I.ida Allcne
Brj ant
.
Peggy
Buchanan, Ann
Bimdv
.
Joanne 38,
Burch. Carolyn
Burk. Dr. J. E
Burk. Margaret
Itnnon. Dorothy
Buskirk. Martha
B>ars, Mary Alice
Cain, Emma
Cain, Julia
Caldwell. Mary F.tnih
Callahan. Anne
Cameron, [osephinc
Cannon. Lillian
Carlcn. France!
Carpenter, Florence
Carrigcr. Mars Madge
Canon, Be»ie
Carter. Ann
Carter. |arif:
Carter, Nancy
Carter, Patricia
I
Cascbier, Mist Gertrude
Cason. Mivv Martin
Castellano, Hn Helen K.
I Mary ( Ik ibeth
Charlton. Mrs. Marv
Clark. Jane
Page
Clausen. Marv lane 110
Cleveland. Elizabeth Bomar 88
Clev eland. Jane Stone ... 88
Clinton. Anne 38. 102
Cockrill, Hazel 38, 98
Coffin. lane 102
Collier. Virginia 38, 102
Colwell. Beth 106
Comer, Jacalyn 88
Conn. Mary Josephine 28, 108
Connor. Pauline 28, 86
Cook. Dorothy 29, 104
Cook. Ruth Ann 102
Cooke. Raniona 110
Coolidge. Dorothy 98
Copeland, Betty jo 110
Core. Anne .• 29, 94
Cottinghain. Martha 92
Cov cr, Betty Sue 102
Cov ington, Marjorie 28, 108
Cox. Margaret 104
Craig. Corinne 108
Cralle, Miss Theodocia 20
Crane. Rosslyn 28, 112, 118, 123
Craumer, Jane Anne 28, 88
Crawford. Beverly 28, 92
Creber. Jimmy 28, I1U, 123
Crockett. Miss Louisa 20
Crow. Mary Marshall 39, 90
Cummings, Patsy 90
Dalrymple, Jean
Dalton. Mr. Sydney
Dantzlcr. Baird
Da Ada
Davis. Alice Ann 92
Davis. Barbara 29, 106
Davis, Betty Ruth 102
Davis. Martha 40, 90
Davison. Patricia 29. 102, 122
Dawson. Betty 102
Dclaney, Miss Mary Elizabeth 20
Devlin, Bettv Ann 102
Dickinson, Maxic 108
Diehl, Ann 41, 108
Diem. Dorothea 30, 112
Dillard, Catherine 108
Doggett, Ella 96
Donnell, Jean 30, 96, 124
Donner, Mr. Thomas B 20
Dorsey, Elizabeth 31, 112
Douglas, Mary 94
Douthit. Miss Mary 21
Downer, Virginia 31, 104
Dozier, Sarah 98
Dresser, Gloria 110
Drew, Miss Alice Mary 21
Dunham, Judy 86
Durham. Myrtle 86
Durrett, Josephine 98
Dyer, Catherine 98
Eblen, Susan 31, 100
Eichelberger, Josephine 31, 1 06
Eichcnlaub, Margie 31, 104, 125. 128
Elam. Jane 90
Elliott, Dorothy 88
Erwin, Bcrniecc 30. 108
Erwin, Mary 90
Eubank, Carolyn 106
Evers, Norma 41, 96
Ewing, Miss Frances H 21
Exncr, Miss Beatrice 21
Mis
ell. J a
a I let 1
1
Feems
Ferguson, Mi
Fesscy, Polly .
.
.31,
Feuchtcnbergcr, Betty (ane ....".: 31,
Fidlar. Mrs. Helen King
Fields. Mary Sue
F'ine, Joy
Fisher, Miss Martha
Fleming. Grace
Floyd. Jayne
Fogcrty, Janet 41
Force, Catherine 31,
Foree, Elizabeth 31,
Fort, Louise
Fowler. Mr. Forest K
Frackman, Fayc 41
Peggy
-ilyn ,.
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Froggc. Ella Jean Ob
Froggc. Margaret = 106
Gardiner, lean 100
Gasaway, Juanita 92
Gayle, Garnett 31 . 10-!
Genet, Mildred 30, 101
Gemot, Mary 108
Geron, Mary Fearn "2
Giugliano, Frances 100
Glass, Alice Ann 112
Goldberg, Barbara 40, 92
Golding, Idalee 96
Goodrich, Miss Florence 21
Gordon, Miss Louise 21
Gordon, Mrs. Marguerite Dozicr 21
Goss, Harriet 102
Gould. Suzanne 92, 124
Graham, Lou 96
Gray, Mary 106, 123
Grear, Dorothy 30, 106
Green. Ann Doris 94
Greene. Charlotte '1°
Greer, Betty 31, 96
Glider. Iris June 98
Guthrie, Ermin 4, 31, 102, 122
Gwaltney, Bettye "2
Hager, Jean 90
Haile, Nan 98
Hailey, Billie lean 94
Hall, Mrs. Margaret 108
Hamilton, Betty Lee 86
Hamlin, Frances 100
Hamrick, Alice 108
Hanover. Bette loan 31,9-1
Harbaugh, lanice 41, 96
Harris, Ann 31, 106
Hart, Alice .' 41, 94
Hart, Nancy 1 10
Hart, Page 94
Hartnett, Catherine 41,91
Harwell. Evalina 108
Hasclton, Carol 94
Haselton. Holly : 95
Hastings, Arline 90
Haston. Nancy 92
Haworth, Alice Jeanne 86
Hay, Margaret 31 , 94
Hay. Miss Vera 22
Hayes, Elizabeth 91
Haynes, lane 41, 108
Hccht. Miriam 32, 98
Henderson, Miss Cora • 22
Hcnkel, Mr. F. Arthur 22
Hess. Barbara 100
Hicks, Natalie ' '
-
lliggins. Jacquclyn 32, 91.
Hill, Barbara 41, 86
Hill. Nancy 32, 90
Hirtb, Ann 40, 1U2
Hoak, Virginia 32. 86. 122
Hogarth, Mr. Charles 1' 17
Holcombc, Myra 92, 123
Hollinger, Miss Alma 22
Hollinshead, Dr. W. H 6, 22
Hook. Ann 102
Hoover, Miriam 88
Hopkins, Carolyn 40. 101
Howard. Miss Mildred 22
Howcrton, lean 50, 1110
Hudson. Leslie 32. 110
I luggett, Dorothy 96
Hughes, Sara Beth 33, 106
Hunt, Bess 33, 98
Hutchens, Sarah 32, 10(1
Irwin, Mr. Alan 19
lackson, Betty 32, 52, 102, 123
Jackson, Emmie Keith 108
lackson. Milbrey 108
Jacobs, Sallie 32, 110
lakes, Jeanne Alice 9S
Jamison, Betty 108
jardine, Gwen 110
Jcllcrds, Caroline 32, 104
Jeffords, Mary 98
lenkins, Barbara 41, 106
Jenkins. Martha 95
lenkins. Mary Annie '' 32, 1 10
Jester, Barbara Ill
lohnson, Ann 33. 98
Johnson! Barbara 41, 95
Johnston, Frances 90
Jones, Ann Elizabeth 86
Jones, Barbara 33. 106
Jones. Cornelia 32, 106
[ones, (Catherine '06
[ones, Lavinia 98
Jones, Mary Elaine 95
Jones, Natalie 41, 101
Joslin, Jane 32. 90
|oy, Mildred 41, 108
Joy, Monica 1 09
Juhan, Shirley 101
Juillcrat, Joyce 92
Kanipmeici
,
Joan 109
Kcan, lane 8S
Kccfc, Mary Ann 98
Keith. Helen 100
Kellogg. None) ' 88
Kennedy, Gene Allen 90
King, lean 104
Kinzly, Dorothy 32, 99
Kirkpatrick, E'Lane 90
Knode, Katha 41 , 101
Knowles, Jane Gray 87
Knox. Clara 42, 99
Kobel, Mary Beverly 32, 1 12
Kytc, Betty 107
Lamb, Betty | n4
Lanier, Kathleen 101
Larson. Karin 42, 102
Lasseler, Louise 32, 90, 57
Latham. Wilma 33. 99
Lawrence, lane -33, 91
Learned. Mary lane 42, 101
Lechleiler. Ellielvn 42. 109
Lee, Miss Martha 22
Lcmlcy. Margaret 34, 109
Lester. Sue 91
Lewis, Anne 91
Lickey. Peggy 42.96
I.ineberger, Julia 43, 8/. 22
Lodge. Edwina 101
Long, Dewitt - >*. 109
Lorenz. Ho 92
Love, Jane 43, 103
McBridc, Vivian 42, 02
McCalley. Lucy JL
McCallum, Eleanor 8/
McGaskill. Lmile Inl
McCleary, Nancy 105
McClcneghan, Laura 89
M< Clung. Virginia 103
McDougall, Maurinc '05
Mcintosh, Jettie 1 12
Mi Millan. Margaret 9/
McMuriT, Sam 35 . 101
Maiaulcv. Doris '2. 89
Mackcy, Iris 103
Ma jure. Nelda 92
Malone, Mrs. Thomas II 22
Manic Dor
lcv 35. 107
M ir- li ill. \\ mined 87
Marlin, llallie Decker 95
Martin, Louise 35, 107
Massie. Anne 87, 124
Mayo, Judith •42, 103
Meriwether, Rosemond Iu /
Merrill, Imogcne
J
1
;
Middleton, Dorothy >07
Middlelon. Sara Lee 91
Miller, Micha 92
Mitchell, Marjoric 103
Moerner. Alyce 35, 91
Mohead, Jean 113
Moncricf, Nancy 89
Mooch. Mary Catherine 93
Mooradian, (acquelyn 42, 97
Moore, Colleen 42, 109
Morgan. Carolyn 91
Morrison. Miss Catherine -2
Morton, Sarah 35. 99
Mount. Marie 89
Mulvena, Marion . 34, 113
Murphree, Miss Bess 25
Murphy, Glorv 89
Myers, Marjoric '07
Name Eleanor 34, 101
Ncal, Mary Margaret 105, 124
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Vims. Sudie
Newerf. Mrs. Camilla
Sen hall. Miss Margaret
Nichols, Anne
Nicol. Marger)
\..rnv Miss Marj R.
Nye. Genella
Ordway. Miss Manila
Orr. Rebekah
o4k.ii.. Marilyn
Osmundson, Bonnie
Oswald. Ellen
Ould. Doroihi Ann
Palmer, Rose
Parker. Mrs. Fitzgerald
Parks, I ".iriss
Parrish, Virginia
Patton. Man Louise
Paul, Margrave
Pearson. Constance
Peebles, Beverh,
Pendleton, La Vcma
Perdue. Lorraine
Peine. Mamie
Phillips. Bern
Poguc, Ann
Pollock. Man Louise .
Potter. Patricia
Prichitt, Zara
Prizcr, leanne-Marie
Pruitt. Sliss Bess
Pyke, Mis- Louise
Ragland, Frances
ii. Mr M I M.
1(17. ll?
Rasmusse
Ras. bin
Reeves. Juanila 42,
Rhea. Miss Linda
Richardson. Barbara Ann
Richardson. Cynthia ]
Richardson. Martha
Risgs. Mr. Laurence H
Riordan. Elizabeth
Ritchie, June
Ritchey, Mis, Mildred
Roberts, loan ...111, 12
Roberts. Mathildc 111,12
Rochester. Eiclin 10
Roddy, Jean 43, 11
Rogers, Jeanne 9
Rogers. Renila 9
Rolley, Pattj .'.10
Rominger, Georgema 11
Rose. Mrs. Hazel Coate 2
Rose. Mr. Kenneth 2
Rowlctt, Beis\ Anne
... 9
Ruef. Miss Bertha ;>
Russell, Susan 9
Rycrson, loan 10
Salisbury, Miss Rosamond 2
Sanders. Martha ..........
........ 9
Sargent. Leba \->
t
||;
Saunders. Miss Louise
...... 2
Sralcs, Margaret 9
Schlanbusch, Miss Maxim v
Scott, \ rin 14, 10
Scruggs Mis, I heodora ' 5
Scave)
.
Eleanor 14 ' 1C
llilma ' g
Scntill, Man Sue II
Seward, Catherine
1
1 1
Shackelford, Miss Man W. ;
Shackleford, Mrs. Robbie '
Shackcll, Pamela
\
Shectz. Beverly
,
........ .34 11
shrink. Kancy II jj,y' |.
shew. Virginia ' .,.') ,"
Shot V<-\ . slurb \ "
'J
sholner. Man I Ion rue
I , ,
Showerman, Marv R.n ',j
Slabosky, Hannah
I | ,..,
.,
smith. P.. in. joyci ' <
Smith, lai'iin liii- u
smith, fane Ulen ,
Page
Smith. Marvlin 97
Smith. Patricia 35, 93
Smith. Virginia 44, 113
Smotherman, Doris 44, 95
Smythe, Louan 105
Soubv, Mrs. Susan 25
Spurlock, Barbara Sue 113
Stafford, Yvonne 101
Stahl, Ann 101
Starnes, Lucile 35, 111, 124
Starr. Jeter 87
Stearns. Kal herine • 97
Steele. Betty 89
Steen. Dorothy 89
Stcgar. Marv Louise - 105
Stewart. Man Elizabeth 109
Stoops. Louise 107
Strowd. Helen 99
Sutherland. Yvonne 35
Sweat, Bettv Don 35, 87, 122
Swisher, Martha 87
Sykes, Ella 95
Tandy. Phyllis 91
Temple. Dora Jane 44, 105
Terrett. Virginia 107
Terry, Marjorie 87
Thibaut. Marv Elizabeth 101
Thomas, Barbara 1 03
Thompson, Sue 44, 91
Thombury, Romaine 89
Threet. Eva Gene 44, 89
Throne, Miss Amelic 25
Tillman. Jeanne 35, 93
Tillman. Patricia 93
Todd, lonatha 113
Trammell, Polly 91
Travis. Dahvie 89
Travis. Edna Jane 97
Trulock, Jere 109
Tucker. Jane Ill
Turnbull. Marilyn 93
Turnipsccd, Miss Janice 25, 37
Tyne, Alice 99
Vcatch, Joan 113
Vincent, Kitty 30. 95
Wack, Elaine 113
Waglcv, Elaine 113
Wall, Miss Elizabeth 25
Wallace, Adine 93
Warnock, Anne 11, 103
Watkins. Jane 113
Watson. Becky Lu 44, 54. 103
Weal er, Mary 105
Weaver, Mary Ready 91
Weber. Peggy 197
Webster. Dorothy 10«
Webster, Hallic White 91
Webster. Mary Clarke 9: ;
Welch, Dannie 81
Wheelock, Betty 3fi, I I I
White, Anne Douglass 91
White, Margaret Ann 9!
While, Miss Olive 2 f
White, Sonia 36, 105, 12:
Whitmore, Carolyn 36, ill. \T.
Willord. Emily Anne 10!
Williams. Connie . 9:
Williams, Mary Taylor 9:
Williams, Sue 9',
Wilson, Emily 9:
Windsor, Belli
Winn. Man
Winnia. Miss Catherine
Winsor, Catherine
Wolfe. Bobbette
Woodring, Jean
Woodruff, (Catherine
Wright, Miss Charlotte
Youuians. Jane
Young, Edith Ann
Young. Elizabeth
Young. Geraldinc ill
/.moiie. Man Louise 99
103
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H1LU/BEIDICT
T. GRAHAM HALL
AETNA
SURANCE
ERVICE
NASHVILLE
TRUST
BUILDING
«s= yj
'A fc
We Have for the Convenience of All
WARD-BELMONT STUDENTS
a Branch Office Located in
Heron Hall
Where Called-For and Delivered Service
Is Available on
Laundry, Dry Cleaning,
and Storage
at Reduced Prices
*
HERMITAGE LAUNDRY CO.
SWISS CLEANERS
MRS. BETTY NAN O'CONNOR, Branch Manager
«S= yj
to &
P^mtuiXf Gamp^aMii
910 Commerce Street
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
U'e cV^eialire
m
ARM STRONGS'
<*?«_ C>t*e.&«
Compliments of
RAGLAND,
POTTER &
COMPANY
Distributors of
Libby Food Products
*s ^
£ &
Jlotel
Appreciates and Thanks
WARD-BELMONT
Covers for the 1943 MILESTONES
By
KINGSKRAFT
KINGSPORT PRESS, Incorporated
Kingsport, Tennessee
Compliments
of a
FRIEND
i
^ yj
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ORMAN-PARTEE SADDLERY CO.
Wholesale Manufacturers
Harness and S addles
QUALITY : : STYLE : : FINISH
Nashville, Tennessee
^TasAfon
t-x /Ae //ec/c/fny ctw.cc
He >/ j/icc it
'ilc/yen cuzc/ onfeoA'Ci
Our constant effort to give the best possible service and the lowest possible price
has built a steadily increasing patronage and has enabled us to
continually add to our facilities and to enlarge
the scope of our service.
BOND, CHADWELL COMPANY
Moving—Storage—Coal—Coke
1625 Broad Tel. 5-4151 124 1st Ave., N Tel. 5-2738
12 Arcade Tel. 5-4154 715 8th Ave, N Tel. 5-1431
«8= yj
to fc
Compliments of-
M
B£MUJ]
?mnm
mnv?wi
ALLOWAY
BROTHERS CO.
Distributors of
MILK FED POULTRY
Table Test Eggs
HIGH-GRADE MEATS
1 50 Second Avenue, South
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
// You Want
First-Class . . .
MEAT
YOU CAN REST ASSURED
THAT WE HAVE IT
ALEX WARNER
AND SON
Stall 33—New City Market
Phone Us When You Want It Again
^= Yj
to fc
Jtudk
SEALTEST MILK AND DAIRY PRODUCTS
Nashville's Finest
From tested herds . . . pasteurized . . . and produced under the Sealtest
System of Laboratory Protection—cleanliness, wholesomeness, and purity,
safeguarded by the most modern scientific equipment and methods.
NASHVILLE PURE MILK CO.
YELLOW CAB COMPANY
Incorporated
BROWN BAGGAGE TRUCKS
Phone 6-0101
REORDERS . .
.
Can Be Had from Your MILESTONES Negatives
at Any Time at School Prices
SCHUMACHER STUDIO
213 SIXTH AVENUE, NORTH NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
#= ^
48r fc
QUALITY
"(ft I*
1
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MATRIX
COLLEGEBRED
RICE O'NEILL
VALCRAFT
RHYTHM STEP
BAREFOOT ORIGINALS
and OTHERS/ +£**)
'
...._ / "Famous for Famous-Name Shoes'
H*Jfe»&IIwg-ggJjgSggy
703 Church Street
R. T. OVERTON
& SON
Fruits and
Vegetables
515 Third Avenue, North
Phone 6-8143
FISHOLOGY
Fish is health food,
Pure and simple
—
Feeds the mind,
Brings out your dimple;
Should you angle after
School is out
—
There's good fish yet
As e'er caught out.
Some of these are
Seashore fresh,
So fish for them
With larger mesh.
Anderson Fish and
Oyster Company
412 Broad Street
THE BEST SEA FOODS
«s yj
to
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A t^QUqUCt for the
College Girl of Today
TjLODAY, AS NEVER BEFORE, the college girl takes
her problems seriously and is fully aware of future
responsibilities. She realizes she is preparing to play
an important part in keeping democracy alive to-
morrow; and the career she plans is now governed
by the kind of service she feels she can best give
her nation. Such a spirit will keep America a nation
free ... a continual bulwark against tyranny.
The Nashville Hotel Men's Association cheerfully
joins in this justly deserved tribute to you—the girls
of Ward-Belmont.
Andrew Jackson Memorial Apartments
Hermitage Maxwell House
Sam Davis Clarkston
Noel Savoy
James Robertson Apartment Hotel
«S=——————
—
—
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WINTERS PRINTING
COMPANY
PRINTERS ENGRAVERS
STATIONERS
and BOOKBINDERS
812 PALMER PLACE
Telephone 5-5489
esshite? of I |^tcn
tje^uti) dl) tj^omleLj
SHOES OF DISTINCTION
V
NASHVILLE
TENNESSEE
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
ft
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Pkiniinq C -
MODERN PRINTERS OF
COLLEGE ANNUALS
AND
CATALOGS
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Southern Engravers, inc.
NASHVILLE, TENNESSEE
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KINGSKRAFT
